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Council approves zoning changes
ii\ in mm \ \iii> and
IWAYN'K YANCKV
TJw llarrisonburg City
Council Tuesday unanimously
.ipprovt'd.
with
minor
alterations, zoning changes
aimed .it.limiting the number
ol students who can live in a
single duelling
Thecouncil also established
and appointed members to a
city university relations
committee
The
zoning
changes
adopted reduce the number"of
unrelated persons allowed to
live in a single dwelling from
live to two in R-l zones, and
Irom seven to five in R-:i R-2
/ones, which allow four, are
unaffected
Although the number of
persons -living in houses
designated as boardinghouses
has not been reduced, the
council approved a provision

requiring
boardinghouse
owners to live on the
premises
The ordinance is effective
immediately, but will not be
enforced until the end of the
school year when leases
expire
An overflow crowd of
approximately I5u persons,
almost half-of them James
Madison I'niversity students,
filled the council chambers
The council first voted to
establish
a
MadisdnCnmmunitv
Relations
Committee
to
handle
comp taints about students
living in residential zones and
to evaluate the housing needs
of off-campus students.
Or William Hall. JMU vice
president for student affairs,
read a prepared statement
opposing the zoning changes
and
urging
that
the

committee be usedto persuade
troublesome students to be
more cooperative
It was the first official
statement the university has
made
on
the
zoning
controversy.
The problems of noise,
litter
and
property
deterioration are "isolated in
nature." Hall said, and should
be solved "by cooperation
rut her than by statute"'
Complaints from neighbors
about students should be
directed to die committee.
Hall said, which would use
"peer pressure" to "convince
offenders to be better
neighbors "
If students ignore the
committee's warning, "the
appropriate city agencies
would be contacted." Hall
saiu
The statement basically

reflected the same proposal
Student
Government
Association President
Darrell Pile had made to the
council Sent. 12.
City Manager
Marvin
.Milam offered three changes
to the zoning proposals, which
were quickly approved. The
definition of a family
was
changed to allow two. instead
of three, unrelated persons in
R-l
AIsifechanged was the
recommendation in R-:* from
lour persons to five The newlaw
also
requires
IxKirdinghouse owners to live
on the premises
City attorney Norvell
Lapsley. at the councils Sept.
I 2 meeting, had a stated that it
would be difficult to write a
constitutional
ordinance
requiring boardinghouse
owners .to live on the property.

hollowing some discussion
as to when the ordinance
would take effect, the council
unanimously approved the
zoning
changes
Before taking up the zoning
changes. Mayor Roy Erickson
appointed nine persons to
serve on the city-university
relations committee:
Pile.
Lewis Say lor of the Commuter
Students Co.mmittee.
President Ronald Carrier or
his « epresentative. Jean
Grimes from R-l. Jerry
Coulter from ;R-2. Julius
Ritchie from R-3. city building
official John Byrd. city police
chief Richard Presgrave and
a JMU securityrepr«>vntative
The committee will meet
Tuesday in the council
chambers
with Mayor
Erickson He said he expects
> ••nlinued on Page >)

l»It. U'l.l.MM HAM., .IMC vice president for student affairs pi esenls official .IMt stand against zoning changes to city council Tuesday..
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lo its. first report wtihin :u.
days
Pile.
however.
said
Wednesday he will not serve
on the committee
He
questioned how productive the
committee would he
Pile said he was "very
surprised and upset ' that the
council voted to set up the
committee and also approved
the zoning changes
"My impression was that
they were going to put faith in
the committee." he said, and
delay any action on
>
zoning until the committee
attempted to solve the
problem
Pile siad he is "particularly
disappointed with councilmen
Walter Green and Raymond
Dingledine. noting that Green
is director at the health center
and Dingledine is head of the
JMU history department
, The statement Hall read
should have been made
earlier, said Pile, but he said
he is happy that JMU has gone
on the record against the
zoni

MAYOR ROY FRIt KSO\ said the overflow crowd of 041 was the largest ever to attend a city council meeting. Phoio oy M»rH Thompson

Police can issue summonses
9
for'*unreasonably loud noise
Itv TIIF.KI s\ IHAI.F
If a student makes
''unreasonably loud,
disturbing and unnecessary
noise" in Harrisonburg at any
time of the day. he can be
served a summons by the
police
City
residents
have
complained about noisy
students :S7 times since Aug
>\\. with only six resulting in
summonses, said Capt. ML.
Stroble of the Harrisonburg
police department
Noise
that
can
"unreasonably disturb or
annoy the quiet, comfort or
repose of any person." as
stated in the city code, is
ultimately determined in
court when the judge hears

;

the testimonies of the olfieer.
complainants, and noisemakefs involved, according to
Stroble
. Frequently. more than one
complaint has been lodged
.ig.iiast the occupants of one
house. Stroble said
Community residents who call
the police are the main source
of complaints, but a police
olficer also may investigate a
noisy house on his own
initiative he said
"If an officer is on patrol
and he hears noise, he'll stop
and tell the people in the house
it's too loud." Stroble said
"We never charge on the
first complaint. It depends on
the situation If we get two

calls <on the same house i on
the same night, that warrants
.iction to be taken."
Complaints vary from
neighborhood
to
neighborhood, depending on
the area's residents. Stroble
said x
"You get some areas where
elderJy people live who are
bothered by noise, then you
might have younger residents
who don't mind quite as
much "
of the :*7 complaints
concerning noisy James
Madison University students
this year, as many as 17 mav
be multiple complaints
against the same residences.
Stroble said

( ITV M \\ \(il-.|{ MAHYIN MILAM
suggested minor
alternations to zoning changes.
Photo by M»r* Thompson

City council extends
parking ban zone
By IM.HBIK YARD
•
The Harrisonburg city council Tuesday expanded the
restricted parking zone surrounding James Madison University
'h Parkings now limited to residents and their guests MondayFriday 4 a m -6 p.m. in the Edgelawn subdivision across Port
ReDublic Road to Purcell Park and the C&W Railroad The
Sng zone on South Mason Street was extended to Franklin
Street east to Myers Avenue, and down Mountainview Drive to
the Kastover subdivision
Residents in the Edgelawn subdivision, especially those on
Crawford Avenue-have complained that JMU students from the
Greek housing have been parking in their neighborhood because
the university did not provide sufficient parking.
The hours were lengthenedfromKam. to6p.m. to 4 am. to 6
p m to discourage students from leaving their cars parked in the
subdivision overnight as recommended by the Planning
Commission
Residents said they fear that the Monday through V riday ban
w ill will not be effective in alleviating the problem that they say
also occurs on weekends
*» MM***
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Arts and Sciences Symposium runs next week
By PAIGE SMITH
The Fall Arts and Sciences
Symposium will be held here
Oct. 1-5.
The
fifth
annual
symposium, entitled "Culture
and Its Critics," will focus on
recent developments in
society and on the individuals
who
critique
these
transformations.
The symposium will open
Sun., Oct. 1 with the screening
of "The Building of the Bomb:
The Race to Beat Hitler."
This BBC documentary film
concerns the Manhattan
project of World War II and
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Miller 101.
"The Examined Life," a
lecture by Phillipa Foot, is
scheduled for 10 a.m. Monday
in the Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium.
Foot,
a
philosopher and esthetician, is
the senior research fellow at
Somerville College, Oxford,
England.
Foot is presently professor
in-residence at the University
of California at Los Angeles.
She edited "Theories of
Ethics" in the Oxford Reading
in Philosophy series.
Henry Fairlie, best known
to Americans as the author of
"Fairlie at Large," a column
in the Washington Post, will
deliver a lecture entitled, "On
Dikshunaries and Uther Dedd

Bukes," in the Latimer
Shaeffer Auditorium at 3 p.m.
Manday. Fairlie's lecture will
concern the decline of the
English language
Fairlie, an Oxford scholar,
has also published columns
and articles in "New
Republic," "Punch," and
"The Spectator." He recently
authored a book "The Seven
Deadly Sins Today."
Monday's events will
conclude with a panel
discussion with Fairlie and
Foot entitled "The Opinion
Makers: A Profile." at 8 p.m.
in Miller 101. The discussion
will look at the critic and
define his role in society. The
panel will discuss media, selfappointed, and scholarly
critics.
JMU professors of various
disciplines will critique other
disciplines in a panel
discussion "The Cross Fire of
Critism:
Heat or Light."
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the
Latimer Shaeffer Auditorium.
Five JMU professors William
Callahan (philosophy). Jerry
Coulter (art), Bruce Bushing
(sociology). William Ingham
(physics), and Robert Lisle
(classics), will serve on the
panel
"Three Decades of the
Arms Race: A Critical Look."
a lecture by Philip Morrison,
will be presented Tuesday at 3

p.m. in Miller 101. Morrison
worked on the Manhattan
project in WWII but is now an
opponent of nuclear warfare.
Morrison studied with Dr.
J Robert Oppenheimer and is
now institute professor at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He has worked
on such books as "Scientific
American." "My Fathers
Watch:
Aspects of the
Physical World," and 'The
Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence."
Morrison's lecture will be
followed at 8 p.m. by a panel
discussion, "Scientists As
Critics" in Miller 101.
Harrisonburg professionals
Eugene Harper (surgeon),
Edith
McDevitt (social
security administrator), and
Raymond
E.
Rapp
(anesthesiologist) will make
up the panel moderated by
Gordon Fisher of the JMU
mathematics department.
A panel discussion entitled
"Self Critism within the
Disciplines" will begin
Wednesday's activities at 10
a.m. in the Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium. The moderator
for this discussion will be
Crystal Theodore, JMU professor of art, and other
members
will
include
Maxwell Blisky (psychology),
MarioHamlet-Metz (French),
James Steele (sociology), and

SGA reviews faculty evaluation
By BIBBIK YARD

The Student Government
Association Tuesday
discussed the need for
teacher-course evaluations
"The SGA has been trying
for three years to get student
evaluations of professors
published, but has been
unsuccessful because of lack
of faculty support." said SGA
president Darrell Pile.
"We would like to work
with the faculty on this project
and have them conduct the
evaluations
in
their
classrooms, with the SGA
tabulating the results." he
said, "but if they don't want to
cooperate, we can do it
, through the residence halls
like some other schools do."
Pile plans to meet with the
Faculty .Senate next week on
this matter.
The Senate also planned
strategy for that evening's
city council meeting on
proposed zoning changes.
In other business, the
possibility of free checking at
the Virginia National Bank
branch in the
Warren
University Union is being

investigated, according to
treasurer Don Haag
Haag also urged senators to
encourage club members to
come to the SGA for funding,
since the SGA has a
substantial amount of money
allocated for this purpose.
Homecoming this year will
feature Burton Cummings in
concert with Michael Johnson,
said Dave Imre .of the
University Program Board.
Also. Woody Herman has been
scheduled for Oct.6 and Count
Basie will be at JMU on Dec.
7. he said
Craig Williams of the
Commuter
Student
Committee said he will be in
contact with Col. Adolph
Phillips, vice president for
business affairs, concerning
parking problems on campus.
"Resident students have
been parking in the commuter
lanes in X lot." he said.
"Security won't issue tickets
until J-lot is completed, but
its an inconvenience to
commuters in the meantime."
Commuter Student
Committee meetings will be
held on Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m..

he said
Leslee Ledden.
SGA
secretary, announced that Dr.
Lacy Daniel will be the
advisor to the executive
council for this year and that
Larry Griffin will replace Tim
Averill as the senator from
Greek complexIII
Government
Career
Days. Sept. 29 and 30 were
explained to the Senate by Ms.
Carol Nesslein of the Carreer
Planning and Placement
Office Representatives from
various state and federal
agencies,will be at JMU to
discuss career possibilities,
she said
It also was recommended
that the SGA donate $300 to the
Bluestone Area for their third
annual Logans Run benefit
for Roc king ha m Memorial
Hospital, that the SGA publish
a directory of student's home
addresses, and that the SGA
allocate $looo to the Chrysalis
staff to attend a convention in
Houston. Texas
All recommendations were
referred to committees for
further studv

Blacksburg also has noise law
B> Till Rl SA ItKAI.K
More than 11.mm Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and
State University students face
a noise ordinance similar to
the one affecting University of
Virginia students
In Blacksburg. where
11. H"' Va Teeh students must
live in the town because of a
lack of oneampus housing,
noise must be kept to a
minimum between II pm
-"'d 7 a m
I'nder that
ordinance, a noise meter is not
used to measure decibel level,
like the one used in
Chariot tesvi lie
II noise ran be heard more
Ihan.'ii' yards from the source.
Blacksburg police warn the
nois\ IMTSOUS A summons is

served to the noisy party on
the second warning
Noise at odd hours is just
one of the problems caused by
university students living
beside town residents, said
William Issel. Blacksburg city
planner Litter and profanity
in public also create friction
between citizens and students,
he said However, a "small
minority of students'" are the
persons who cause most of the
problems, he said
. •
Blacksburg s
zoning
ordinances allow up to four
unrelated persons to live in a
single dwelling
Under the
family definition allowing anv
number of related persons by
Mood or marriage to live
together up.to two "roomers"

can live with a' family
Additional off-street parking
must be provided by the
family for the roomers. Issel
said. The zoning ordinances
apply to all residential areas,
he said
Problems between students
and citizens vary with each
residential area, according to
Issel

"It depends on the level of
consideration the students
have for others in the
neighborhood
and
the
tolerance the citizens have for
the students' lifestyles." he
said 'Sometimes they work
out their differences, and
sometimes they have to resort
to calling the police "

Todd Zeiss (English*.
"The Students Meet the
Novelist'-John Gardner-in a
panel discussion will be held
at 2 p.m. in Wilson
Auditorium Gardner, author
of many novels including
"October Light." "Grendel."
and • ,)n Moral Fiction." will
talk with JMU students Gary
Funston. Debra Magai. and
Bruce Osborne. Dr. Cynthia
Eby
of
the
English
department, will act as
moderator.
At 8 p.m.. Gardner will
deliver a lecture "Is Art
Moral?"
in
Wilson
Auditorium.
Gardner is
professor of literature,
scholar and specialist in
medieval literature, and
resident fellow at George
Mason University.

Thursday concludes the
symposium with a focus on the
changing role of women in
society.
Jo Freeman, a
feminist, author and political
scientist will be the featured
speaker.
Freeman has been active in
Women's Movement Politics
and was the winner of the 1975
American Political Science
Award. At 11 a.m. in the
Latimer Shaeffer Auditorium,
she will speak on "Dissident
as Deviants in American
Society" and at 3 p.m. in the
Anthony Seeger Auditorium,
she will be the featured panel
member in a discussion titled
"The Woman as Critic."
All scheduled events of the
Fall Arts and Sciences
Symposium are free of
charge.

Arts and Sciences
Symposium schedule
Sun., Oct. 1
7:30 p.m.
Miller 101

"The Building of the Bomb:
The Race to Beat Hitler" BBC
Documentary Film

Mon . Oct. 2
10:00 a.m.
Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium

"The Examined Life" lecture
by Philippe Foot

3:00 p.m.
Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium

"On Dikshunaries and Uthor
Dedd Bukes" - lecture by
Henry Fairlie

8:00 p.m.
Miller 101

Tues., Oct. S
10:00 a.m.
Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium

3:00 p.m.
Miller 101

8:00 p.m.
Miller 101

Wed., Oct. 4
10:00 a.m.
Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium

"The Opinion Makers:
A
Profile'1 Panel Discussion
with Philippe Foot and Henry
Fairlie
James
Poindexter
(Moderator), Lee Congdon,
Geoffrey Morley-Mower
"The Cross Fire of Criticism:
Heat or Light" Panel
Discussion
William
Callahan
(Moderator), Bruce Bushing,
Jerry Coulter, William
Ingham, Robert Lisle
"Three Decades of the Arms
Race:
A Critical Look"
lecture by Philip Morrison
"Scientists As Critics" Panel
discussion Gordon Fisher
[(Moderator), Eugene Harper
(Surgeon), Edith McDevitt
(Social
Security
Administrator), Raymond E.
Rapp (Anesthesiologist)
"Self CriticismWithin the
Disciplines" Panel Discussion
Crystal
Theodore
(Moderator), Maxwell Bilsky,
Mario Hamlet-Metz, James
Steele, Todd Zeiss

2:00 p.m.
Wilson Auditorium

"The Students Meet the
Novelist" Panel Discussion
with John Gardner, Cynthia
Eby (Moderator), Gary
Funston, Mona Ann Kessef,
Debra Magai, Bruce Osborne.

8:00 p.m.
Wilson Auditorium

"Is Art Moral?" -lecture by
John Gardner

Thurs., Oct 5
11:00 a.m.
Latimer Shaeffer
Auditorium

"Dissidents As Deviants in
American Society" lecture by
Jo Freeman

3:00 p.m.
Anthony Seeger
Auditorium

"The Woman As Critic" Panel
Discussion with Jo Freeman,
Sidney Bland (Moderator),
Ralph Cohen, Pauline Council,
Daniel McFarland, Gail Nardi

/
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WMRA loses $17,597 due to late report filing
K> KltlS < AKLSON
WMRA has lost $17,597 in
federal funds due to the late
filing of a financial report with
the National Corporation of
Public Broadcasting <NCPBi.
according to WMRA's acting
manager
The CPB Annual Financial
Report and Information
Survey was due to the NCPB
in Washington in late
November last year.
The deadline was extended
to the first of March. After
this deadline was missed.
CPBs grant to WMRA was
reduced by a certain amount
of money perday until the
financial report was received

Textbook .
published
A textbook in business
statistics and an accompanying study guide
written by faculty members of
the James Madison University School of Business was
recently published by the
Macmillan Company.
Dr. Ross H. Johnson, head
of the management *nA
marketing department at
jjIMU.'
is co-author
of "Business Statistics," an
introductory textbook
covering basic statistical
concepts and techniques
relevant to business decision
making.
The "Study Guide for
Business Statistics," written
by Dr. Lawrence La Forge
and Dr. Donald Kroeber of
JMU's management and
marketing department,
provides illustrations and
application exercises that
supplement the textbook.
CmilllllllllllllllllllllllHIIHHIIIIlC
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STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWKT STEREO
PRICES

Pioneer SX980 Receiver $384
Technics SL3300 Turntable
$120. Akai CS702D Cassette
$25.
Our FrM C in log hat many mora daali on
major brand*, avan lowar prtca* on our
monthly specials inaat Sand now and find
out how lo buy currani *7 98 list tot for
13 69 Sterao Claaranca House Dept ED45
1029 Jacoby St. Johnttown. Pa 16902
Pnone Quota* 814-536 1611

and audited, according to Rex
Houser
The report was filed late
because of several factors,
he said
Some information required
in the financial report had to
be compiled from JMU
records through university
romputers. Houser said
Specific bills for WMRA's
building rent and utilities had
to be extracted 'from large
lump-sum bills for rent and
utilities for JMU
This
information-gathering caused
initial delay in filing the
report. Houser said
The state auditor's inability
to
audit
the
report
immediately also delayed the
report's filing. Houser said. If
the auditor was working
somewhere else when WMRA
requested his services, the
auditor had to finish his
previous
commitment.
Houser explained.
One other probable source
of delay was a change in
WMRA's manager during the
preeparation of the financial
report. Houser said. Houser.
who became acting-manager,
had to go back and retrace
material for the report.
Houser worked on the
report for four weeks from the
in middle of May to the middle
of June, the state auditor was
then called in. and the report

u

was mailed out around July I
Daily reductions on funds
were stopped around the
middle of July upon audit of
the report by CPB in
Washington
WMRA then
received its grant of $45.IHMI in
August
Payment of grants occurs
upon completion of the
financial report requirement,,
so that the $45,mm received
this August was for WMRA's
last fiscal year The $17,597
reduction will be charged
against the $:w.mm grant that
will he received upon
completion of the filing of the
new financial report for this
November
WMRA's grant
from MPB this year then will
he approximately $22,IMHI with
the reduction
The National Corporation
of Public Broadcasting is a
non-profit corporation set up
by the federal government to
distribute government funds
to public radio stations The
amount granted to each
station is determined each
year by how much revenue the
station is able to generate
through non-federal sources.
Houser
stated
that
additional funds are now
being sought from sources
such as advertising to make
up for the reduced grant.
The quality of WMRA s
programming will not be

affected by the reduction.
Houser said
The grant
reduction, however, will delay
the purchase of new
engineering equipment
planned for thi.v year
In the future Houser said
WMRA plans to accumulate its
financial records throughout

THE
FRAME HOUSE

the year and store them in its
offices instead of with the
university, in order to avoid
the delay as encountered last
year
Such a financial report
delay and federal grant
reduction has not happened
here before. Houser said

Welcome: Students,
faculty, and Staff

-Large assortment of matboard:
Wilier, Crescent, and Bambrldge
iMelson frame kits - Oax frames

-Eubank Museum kits - Custom Mat
Cutting
(Including ovals)
-Custom framing - European Art fosters

The Frame House
(45 A South Ave.
Harrlsenburg, UA

433-1955

HEY GANG!

COME SEE US AT

LAD RAGS
THE CASUAL CLOTHING
STORE WITH THE
LATEST FASHIONSover 70 styles of jeans, khakis, & corduroysdark denim, straight leg, satin, corduroy, khaki, &
gold thread trims, - & new styles arriving weekly I
WE ALSO HAVE
sweaters, big tops, guaze shirts, skirts,

MOMS
16 South Main
Harrttonburg

Brings you
prompt service
on top quality

EVEREADY
WATCH
BATTERIES

vests, Annie Hall scarves, canvas bags, &
3 piece satin party outfits I
SHOW YOUR COLLEGE I.D-- GET A 20% DISCOUNT
-5j
U>*y roesbe*©

owner • Mono Poland
OPEN
10-6 Mon Tues Wed Sat Glftd
10-9 Thurs & Fir
801 C W Broad St.
in the Center for Shopping
Waynesboro , Va.
943-0755

CENTER.
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What do you want to do
with the Government?
The government is the largest
employer of liberal arts graduates—but what can a liberal
arts graduate do specifically9
Where does an accounting
graduate work in state and local government9
What is the PACE exam and
who has to take it?
Is there a place for an anthropology major in public service?
How can a business management major compete against
a public administration major
for government employment?
Should I take the PACE or
MERIT exam now even"
though I don't know what I'll be
doing after graduation9
What choices are there for one
who wants to teach but not in
a conventional public school?
What career opportunities are
in local government?

Get the Facts on Government Employment
From the Professionals.
Friday, September 29
1:30 p.m.

Working for the U.S.A.
Joseph A. McMaster, Jr.
Keynote Speaker Wilson Hall

2:30 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. Seminars - Warren
University Union
a. Federal Government Employment
Process
Speaker - Kay
Frances Dolan
b. Working for the
Commonwealth of
Virginia
Speaker - George
York
c. The Federal Government and Summer Programs
Speaker - James R
Poole
d. Liberal Arts Graduates in the Federal
Government
Speaker - Robert
Cullen
3:15 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Coffee Break
3:30 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Seminars - Warren
University Union
Repeat of 2:30 p.m.
Sessions
, ■

Saturday, September 30
9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.lndividual conferences
between students (and faculty) and government representatives.
Federal Agencies
General Accounting Office Mr. John Anderson
Veterans Administration Mr Thomas B. Boyer
Dependents' School System - Mr. H. M. Bryant
Social Security Administration - Mr. Harry English
U.S. Foreign Service - Mr
Richard Johnson
Housing and Urban Development - Mr Robert Jordan
General Services Administration - Mrs Delores
Greiner
Department of the Treasury Mr. William Greiner
Federal Reserve Bank - Mr.
Richard L. Meadows
National Security Agency Dr. Robert Cullen
Department of Health. Education and Welfare - Mrs
Jeanne Sclater
Internal Revenue Service Mr iQorman K. Sulser
Naval Surface Weapons
Center - Mr. Walter Warner
Civil Service Commission Ms Kay Frances Dolan

State and Local Agencies
Department of Personnel
and Training - Ms. Becky
Bynum
Department of Corrections Ms. Jane Besenfelder
Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation - Ms. Jane
Hoover
Personnel Office, University of Virginia - Mr. William
Vining
Rockingham County Welfare Department - Mr. Neal
Frankel
Department of Health - Mr.
Wayne Harding
Rehabilitative School Authority - Ms. Helen Pecht
Virginia Employment Commission - Mr. Ernest James
Department of Taxation (2) Ms. Carla Wainwright
Personnel Office, City of
Alexandria - Ms. Jacqueline Harper
Division of Motor Vehicles Ms. Judi Tate
State Police - Lt R. H, Wimmer
State Highway Department Mr. John Ralston

Sponsored by Office of
Career Planning & Placement

Page f>. Tin-: iti<i:i:/i:. Friday. September 2»».
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Legal system is fair and orderly, judges say
By JL'LIK SUMMERS
Is there corruption in the
Virginia legal system?
Virginia judges Williard
Walker. Hamilton Haas and
John Paul say no. Inequalities
exist in the justice system, but
no one can 'fix' a jury, the
three say.
Corruption, legal 'red tape'
and changes in the justice
system were among topics
discussed by the three judges
in an open forum here Monday
sponsored by Pi Gamma Mu.
Money talks, conceded
Judge Walker of the
Richmond Circuit Court, but
its effects on the legal system
have been minimized. Public
defense and a responsibility to
the community are greater
today than they've ever been.
■Walker stated.
Perhaps
the
more
financially able can hire more
expert lawyers, but public
defense and legal aid offer
excellent
services
to
everyone. Haas, a retired
Harrisonburg judge, agreed.
Misconceptions often lead
to charges of corruption Judge
Paul said. Cases can't be
fixed . but the court system
must be understood before
charges are made. Paul is a
General District Court judge
in Harrisonburg and a faculty
member at JMU.
The judicial system is in
good order, the judges agreed.
Trials are conducted in an
order ly fashion and everyone
is granted the right to a
speedy trial, they said.
However, most criminals
don't want a speedy trial,
Walker said. They can get a
trial within 30 days if they
want.
A backlog in the courts is
iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiHiiimii
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sometimes caused by lawyers
who want to stall, according to
Haas. Occasionally, it can be
the judge who is 'lazy', he
said.
Haas and Paul said they
believe that often a person of
priviledge will be punished
more severely than the
average citizen. A person who
has a responsibility to his
community, school or family
and doesn t live up to it is aptto suffer more. Paul said.
Walker disagreed,
believing that a person of
wealth was more likely to
receive a lesser sentence. If
the person's background and
record are good, the courts
are usually willing to give him
a chance to make amends, he
said. The lesser sentence

hinges on the record of the
person's lifestyle, not on the
amount of money he has, he
said.
Walker said he believes the
. Virginia legal system is
slowly but surely changing.
Courts handling family cases,
such as domestic quarrels,
need reform, he said.
A
family court with one judge
would be more effective in
ending family disturbances
instead of a juvenille court,
divorce court or small claims
court. In some cases, Walker
says, the cases interrelate
with each other.
When a case is completed.
Haas believes, the judge's
part is ended. Some judges
feel they're supposed to nurse
a case after it's over but Haas

WEEKEND
COUPON
SPECIAL

said it isn't a judicial
responsibility.
Paul said that, in his
opinion, lower courts such as
the district court have more
responsibility to follow up on a
case. He agreed with Haas
that the circuit court cases
have to have a finality or the
judges would never be able to
handle all their work.
Wrapping up the panel
discussion. Walker discussed
prejudices in the courts.
Unconscious prejudice does
exist because judges are

human. Walker said Human
beigns
are
naturally
prejudiced because of who
they are and how they were
raised, he said. A judge tries
not to have any overt
prejudices, according to
Walker.
With a jury. Walker said,
natural instinct can't be
eradicated from people's
minds But the average jury
tries to understand and be
objective, he said
Walker
said he is more confident with
juries now than he ever has
been

Pabstl2pk.

2.99

Pabst 6 pk.

1.59

Gallo Hardy Burgundy
Gallo Vin Rose

6.59 gal.
5.09 gal.
-•

A&P Broccoli Spears 10 oz.
Enchilada Plate

Fiesta Sampler

M 00 off
Cheese Enchilada
2 Chili Enchiladas
Rice
Beans

3 for 1.00

Cantina Dinner

s | oo oe,
Nacho

Beef Taco
Beef Toastado
Cheese Enchilada Chili Enchilada
Beans
Chili Enchilada
Rice
Beans
One coupon
Rice
per customer
One coupon
One coupon per
per visit
per customer
customer per
visit
per visit
|£xpires October l Expires October 1 Expires October 1
Beef Taco

A&P Green Beans (French& Cut)
9 oz. 3 for 1.00
A&P Green Peas 10 oz. 3 for 1.00
Keebler Rich & Chips

««

Keebler Chocolate Fudge

.88

Keebler Coconut Chocolate Drop.88
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MOSBV'S MILL

PARENTS DAY SPECIAL

20 ID. Mosoy Rd.
Adjacent to Grand Union
Tues..- Fri. 5p.m.-9:30
Sat. & Sun. 11:30-9:30
Closed Monday.

"Welcome Parents"

In Honor of Parenfs Day at JMU
PIZZA INN in Harrisonburg
is offering some fantasfic values

Fresh seafood, steaks

AH You Can EatEwery Night
flounder

3.50

Shrimp

5.25

• • • • +PRESENT THIS AD <S GET* • * • •
$1.50OFF
on any giant pizza
\
or

Sl.OOOFF

Clams
4.05
5.50
m Scallops
^
5.25
$pke Steamed Shrimp 0.50.
UnlimitedSalad Bar included with
all dinners.Baked orfrench fried
Potatoes. Banquet facilities available
tWrwiimntwM

on any large pizza
or

FREEsoff

drink

with sandwich

"w^

4*M**

Harrisonburg, V«.

VCeve got a feeling
**»0i
youre gonna like us!'.0«.r good thru o*. 20*
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nnouncements
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Tuesday
for the Friday paper and 3
p.m. Friday for the Tuesday
paper.
All announcements
must be double-spaced typed,
signed by an officer of the
organization
and
hand
delivered to The Breeze office.
All announcements are
subject to editing and are
printed on a space-available
basis.

Security exams

Pocket calendars

Registration information
lor
the
Professional
Qualification Test in the
National Security Agency is
available at the Career
Planning and Placement
office
Persons graduating
before Feb. l!)Kn. are eligible

Collegiate pocket calendars
lor seniors are available
through the Career Planning
and Placement office They
will be distributed on firstcome, first serve >>asis.

Catholic ministry

The United Methodist
Campus Ministry will sponsor
an open house at the Wesley
Foundation 690 S Mason
Street (beside the hospital)
Sept 30 from 3-6 p.m.
Everyone is welcome

The Catholic
Campus
Ministry is sponsoring a
weekly Saturday evening
mass in Godwin 942. 343. and
*H at 5 p ID . beginning Sept.
W Students and their parents
are welcome to attend.

WELCOME
JMU STUDENTS AND PARENTS
y wi* iamik plau |tt hint iuu$% U $pt* 0|i
and wdumu yw». Tlte fciw IMI yea* tUud u\
btmoi *0KiJtt ami we mtbti smity yen... tat
urn IWJ'« in W »wi«9 04«* Wiik the Mw*t
nMatity M and wmu and mitt apputiaU
tin wttUuuiij U JWM ywi

Library
North
luted ll-2f».w. CttJtiotfe
C£0SeD
68 CaOUnSl

M

Methodist ministry

Space show
"Space
21"
will
be
presented Thursday at 7 and 8
p.m Sept. 7-Oct. 12 in Miller
Hall's planetarium.

Basketball
The basketball staff is
taking applications for a
manager's position with the
Dukes
Interested students
should contact the basketball
office in Godwin Hall as soon
as possible.
One more
manager is needed.

Play auditions

Duutw 5f>.m.-IO|u*.
Siuuuujft
434-5717

Auditions for the Children's
Show. "Good Grief. A
Griffen." will be held in the
Wampler Experimental
Theater Oct. 2 from 4 to 6 p.m.
and Oct. 3 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Persons interested in working
puppets are needed. Also,
those auditioning should be
prepared to sing. For further
information call Nancy
Googins at 433-4254.

UMVIRSI1V
PROGR4M
•0*0

ALIGHT OF RACING

Education program
Students seeking admission
to the teacher education
program should complete
Forms AR-1 and AR-2 These
forms may be secured from
the Office of the Dean of the
School of Education. Maury
Hall. 104 Students seeking
teacher certification must
apply for the credential by
filling out Form TC 3 in the
Office of the Dean of the
School of Education

Writing lab
Students concerned about
any aspect of college-level
writing may come to the
Writing Lab for individualized
help. The Lab is available to
all students and is located in
Sheldon 112. Lab hours are
1:00-5:00. Monday through
Friday. For additional information call Mrs. Hoskins at
6401.

Tailoring class
A class in simplified and
advanced tailoring techniques
is being offered through the
Continuing Education
program beginning Oct. 4.
Class will be held on
Wednesday evenings. 7-9:30
through Nov 29 in Moody Hall
li)7 For further information
call 433T6J66 or 433-6349

Tennis exams
Th% written and skills
exemption
exams
for
Beginning. Intermediate, and
Advanced Tennis <P.E. 125.
225..J15) will be held Oct. 11.
Students must register one
week prior to the exam date
with Dr. John Haynes. A rain
date for the exams is Oct. 12.

Football bus
The Student Government
Association, along with the
University Program Board,
are sponsoring a bus to the
William & Mary game on Oct.
14 The bus will be leaving
Godwin at 8 a.m. that
Saturday. Tickets for the bus
ride will cost $3 a piece and
are available now in the SGA
office. Tickets for the game
can be purchased in Godwin
for $4 for endzone seating and
$7 for sideline seats.

Career exams
Applications for
the
Professional
and
Administrative
Career
Examination for entry-level
jobs
in
the
federal
government are available
through the Career Planning
and Placement office.

Overseas grants
Each year foreign and U.S.
governments provide grants
for American students who
wish to study overseas. All
interested JMU students are
invited to contact Dr. B.
Saadatmand. chairman of
Foreign Study Program.
Johnston Hall room 221.
before October I, 1978.

Teaching interviews
Seniors
in
teacher
education programs should
complete their placement files
in preparation for on campus
interviews. Those who do not
have file materials should
stop by the Career Planning
ana Placement Office (second
Floor-Alumnae Hall)'.
tt oHlinucd on Page x>

WHEN: The night of
October 5th
WHERE: Charlestown
Turf Club
INCLUDES: Charter but, ;
buffet dinner and
admission to the track
with club seating.
Race named for JMU.
PRICE: SIS
DEADLINE: September 29
For additional information,
contact the UPB office
P.O. Box L-35
• or phone 6217

THE THIRD ANNUAL

APPLICATIONS AT UPB OFFICE
RETURN TO UPB OR BOX L-35

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: SEPT. 27.
TECH
fy|\>4|| J REHEARSALS
OCT. 8th & 13th
HOME #COMIMO ■* *^*
/p.m. WILSON

OCTOBER I9th 8 p.m.

Page B, Till UHl l./.y,. r"riday. September W. I«7K
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Dinner theatre

Announcements

.

Jewish students

Freshman Advisers

'. Scapino ! '
and
High Holiday services at
-Something's Afoot this past
Harrisonburg's Temple Beth
summer's two dinner theatre
El begin this Sunday. Rosh
shows, will give encore
Hashana eve. at 8 p.m.
showings for Farents'Weekend
Morning services begin
in the Latimer-Shaeffer
Monday at 10 a.m.
theatre located in the Duke
Other' High
Holiday
services include:
Shabbat
Fine-Arts
Building
"Somethings Afoot" will be
Shuvah. Oct. 6. 8 pm : Kol
Nidre. Oct. 10. 8 p.m.. and
performed at 8:(M) p.m. on
Yom
Kippur
daytime
Friday. September 29
services. Oct. 11. beginning 10
"Scapino!" will be performed
am
at 8:00 pm on Saturday.
For transportation oi*
September 30. Each show is
information
call
Katie
being performed only once
Neckowitz. 434-6631. or Janet
and no food will be served at
Kohen. 433-1898.
the shows Admission is two
dollars.
Tickets may be
Film Club
purchased at the box office
window next to the threatre
Any students interested in
after 2 pm on the day of the ^ showing original short films
show
There will be no
(10minutes or less) before the
reserved seats: tickets are
Sunday Night Movies please
sold on a first-come, first
contact Boo Nave, president
serve toasis.
of the Film Clt

The Counseling and Student
Development
Center is
seeking two members of the
freshman class to become
members of its Advisory
Board The board's function
1s to keep the Renter staff
advised of student attitudes
and concerns If interested,
please contact Dr. Jon
Mclntire. Counseling and
Student Development Center
(phone 6552)

Archery exams
The written and skills
exemption
exams
for
Elementary and Intermediate
Archery (P.E. 127 and 227)
will be held Oct. 34

Insurance jobs

Campus Ministry

Business and liberal arts
seniors
interested
in
employment with Peoples Life
Insurance Company should
sign up for an interview in the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Office.
The
company is seeking students
to fill sales management
vacancies, and will consider
December, May and August
graduates.

The Catholic
Campus
Ministry sponsors a mass
every Tuesday evening at
Emmaus House. 317 S
Liberty Street, at SIMM p.m.
Every Wednesday evening is
a Prayer-Discussion Group
that meets at 6:30 in Harrison
All
Every Thursday afternoon at 4:45 is Mass On
Campus in one of the WUU
meeting rooms. Also, folk
group practice 1s held at 6:30
in Duke Music 2(H) Every
Sunday at u :3o is Mass in the
WUU Ballroom

Photo assistant
The Public Information
Department is looking for a
freshman or sophomore to
work
as
an . assistant
photographer The applicant
must meet 15-hour work study
requirements and may apply
through financial aid

r
,
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ADVENTURE
ON A BUDGET
Check out fhe Wilderness Weekend
October 13-15 1978
Seneca Rocks, West Virginia.

ilSHI

Learn and apply climbing,rappelling, camping and other
outdoorskills.Transportation.equipment and instruction
provided by the JMU Department of Military Science.

SUPER ACTION DISCO

Call 4336264 or 433-6355
before Oct. 6.

With Live Band Sounds
and Lights
FRIDAY NIGHT

Ask for Captain Russ Bollard
or Captain Don Henley.

m

129-33 S.Libei

Why Tuesdays are
something else at
Arthur Treachers.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
Show off your new fall boots
with the most fashionable
skirts in town..

Our
Budget Banquet
$

SOLIDS, PRINTS, PLAIDS
WOOLS, CORDUROY, BLENDS
Hundreds of blouses, tops,
& sweaters to match.
All at

THE UNIVERSITY SQUARE
Charge cards welcomed
SBPC cards are honored

• i.

Students don't forget your ID i> good for
• 15% discount on all regular price order*.
We are something else.'

>**.
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Photos by Mark Thorn

Pesty pigeons plaguing people
it\ riii:iti:s\ HKALK
They flutter in and out of
the eaves and window ledges
i>i Bluest one buildings
They nest in the gutters of
down campus brick dorms
They even gather under the
stadium
Hut lor all their cooing and
nesting, James Madison
I'niversity's pigeons are
plaguing humans with their
parasites and buildings with
erosive droppings
The university's buildings
and grounds department has
been spreading •Tanglefoot"
on the pigeons' roosting spots
in an attempt to force them to
other areas of the city
A
black sticky substance.
Tanglefoot sticks to the
pigeon's feet and feathers
when he attempts to land on
the surface
"It s like putting your

elbow in pan "ike syrup on a
table Once .»^u do it. you
don't want to do ii .igain.'said
Hobert Thomas, regulatory
inspector of
the Virginia
Department of Agriculture
|K*st control division
The repel la nt was first
applied to campus buildings
about two or three years ago.
and is now used for spot
treatment, according J»
Kobert Campbell of buildings
and grounds
At JMU. students have
picked up pigeons that
appeared crippled and taken
them
to
the
biology
department
Last Friday.
Scott Worner. a sophomore.
SUM a pigeon stumbling on the
sidewalk beside the stadium
and picked it up
Upon
csaming the bird. Worner
found the bird to be covered
with a black, sticky substance

on its breastplate, feet, and
tailfeathers
"I was surprised he didn't
fly up when I passed him."'
said Worner of the pigeon
"1 wondered what was
wrong with him so I took him
lo the biology department "
There, biology instructor
Margaret Gordon identified
the substance on the bird to be
' "Ta nglefoot ''
The pigeon
probably was stumbling when
Worner found him because the
repellant had inhibited the
bird's coordination. Gordon
said
Pigeons who appear
crippled should not be picked
up,
Gordon advised.
'"If a bird looks hurt and a
student picks him up. the
students could pick up
anvthing from the bird." she
said
The sticky substance on the

I \N«.| IIIH.I" !N \J'aiKl> w.uuvW>« ArW!N WMMWHt • |>IK«MM* Horn m-Mhig there ••

bird that Worner found could
have been dysentery, an
intestinal disease, according
to Thomas
Although it is
possible to pick up dysentery
from a bird, the likelihood is
not "tremendous." he said.
However, humans should not
handle the disease-carrying
birds. Thomas said
Humans don't have to touch

pigeons to pick diseases from
them, according to Thomas.
"You just have to be there
when the pigeons there." he
said
•'In Ashby. a couple of
years ago. the lice the pigeons
brought in ate up the students
there." Campbell said
( on linn.■•! on Page 10)
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Cones - Cups - Sundaes • Snakes • Splits ■ Floats

58 E. Wolfe St.

frtgr Mi

A respiratory
.iment
similar to tuberculosis tan be
picked up from the bacteria in
pigeons' droppings, according
to Thi.mas Lice and other
pilftiMftM that the pigeons
carry also can jump off their
bodies onto humans, he said.
The birds also carry germs
on their feet when landing
from one place to another, he
said
"You're dealing with a
flying rat."
The best way to deal with
the pesty birds is to
permanently block them from
their nesting places. Thomas
said
The design of the
complex dorms made perfect
nesting spots for pigeons, he
safd
To prevent the birds from
blocking the dorms gutters.
meUfl strips were built onto
the buildings The pigeons
then had to seek other roosting
places
"Tanglefoot"
is
an
effective repellant if it is
sprayed frequently in the
correct
roosting spots.
Thomas said The substance
is not known to harm the
birds, just prevent them from
roosting, he said
Pigeons need to b#
eradicated to protect humans
as well as buildings. Thomas
said
"You get to the point where
population reduction is
necessary
for
health
reasons."
IMMMMNMNMMNHHMHHHHRHIIHIIHB
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OeHdous Soft Ice Cream
Made Daily Right in *he Store

1

434-6980

ITAUAH
RESTAURANT

TUESDAY SPECIAL:
20% off on ALL FOOD!
-Spfktti
-Pbzat
VMI Seallefini
-Mi
Seafood
offer runs Fri. Sept.! 5 - Sat. Sept.30
MS E. Market SI.
Harritonbiri

If you want to get to the top in aviation, the Navy is the
way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as pilots and
Naval Flight Officers.
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advanced
jets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, you'll operate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers and
advanced electronics. As either, you'll wear the wings of
Naval Aviation.
If you're a college man in good physical condition,
Naval Aviation could be your route to the top. Find out
about it from your local recruiter. Contact:

The Officer Information Team will be
on Campus Nov.
5 1-2. or call toll free:

W8&

Han-llftm S«N Tkirt
Haw law Fri-Sat

an

£appkz
For The Teacher...
Businessman...
Student...
or anybody!

JUST A KM, ITS AN ADVENTURE.

Apple 11
the Personal
Computer.
Come in now for a full demonstration I

Timhwille Electronics
"Wo Are The Service Klng^

Niw Mart* M.

Tl mb« rvllU, V*.

896-8926
.""_"-""-"."-". ."."-*."• * . • • . -

UMIIMHII^I
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Service Pai > of Harrisonburg,
Inc.

Debate team captures first

Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT

Bill Mitchell and Steve
Nunn of the James Madison
University Forensics team
captured the first place team
trophy at
the
annual
Washington and Lee debates
held September 22-23.
Mitchell and Nunn were
among six competitors from
JMU who helped regain first

We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome.
14N.UBERTY ST., HBURG, VA. 22801
Phone 434-3844 434-5750

jBgg^jfo^ JKon. niyhi Sept 2J through S?ri. night

Sept. 29 (jpm-9pm).

£a/ Sept. 30 (9am-6pm).

Sreen

Vaf/eu Auction jBarn- 2 miles east of 9-St, exit 61
(JKt Grawfordexit). 7T nnn r /
,
.
r
/
r*
so.uvu bo OPS ana mayazms /or sale.
Approximately 25,000 new boohs (S2.00each) inc/uding
Wor/d Zccordinny to Sarp '', \ <%ooh of Running' \

place in the competition. This
is the second year in a row
that JMU has begun its debate
season by winning the
Washington
and
Lee
tournament.
The teams of Angie
Hochmeister and Steve
Holsinger and Lynn White and
Jim McCauly along with
Mitchell and Nunn competed
against
teams
from
Bridgewater
College.
Davidson College. U.S. Naval
Academy. West Virginia
University. Clarion State and
Virginia Military Institute.
The teams of McCauly and
White and Hochmeister and
Holsinger compiled a 3-3
iwon-loss) record. The team

of Mitchell and Nunn finished
the 6 preliminary rounds of
the tournament with a 5-1
record.' Their performance
ranked them as the top team
in the competition after the
preliminary rounds.
Mitchell
and
Nunn
qualified to compete in the
final, championship round
against Bridgewater College.
In the final round, the JMU
team won a , unanimous
decision from a three judge
panel to win the tournament
championship.
Ail debates at the W & L
tournament concerned the
19 7 8-79
national
intercollegiate
proposition.
"Resolved: That the federal
government
should
implement a program that
Continued on page IS)

"Decent 9ntervaf" Qhe G93 booh), over 40 different
coohboohs, 40 different craft boohs, boohs on religion,
politics, business, medica/, physical fitness, history, sports,
animals, fiction, literature, theater, <wt, music etc. finest
selection of paper bach boohs ($1 and$2) we've ever

The Sound Room Special

offered/ 9/you fihe boohs, you'ff love- 2ksJ&22kJZuU
Ky

We sell more because we self for /ess"
Beiqhton Coons 434-SS49

* w • •

> :• *: •

G3000

rUflLTRBTAUEMT

4344)505

Exit Na 63
Port Road &J-81

Beside,
HowardJohnsonsi

WE FEATURE
Reasonably Priced Food
50 item soup and
Salad Bar
Steaks, Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Lucheon Buffet

Save 60.00

Pur* Power Stereo Receiver
Bold new design lor highly functional operation and maximum
convenience It's m a class by iiseil with unique, "good leel"
jumbo knobs and superwide tuning dial panel Features include
Mic Mixing with its own control, twin tuning meters. Loudness.
Tape Monitor See. touch and heaf it at your Sansui dealer's
showroom and be ready to be impressed
4: 26 walls par channel rrwn RMS both channels dfivan into 4 and 8
onm load I'om 20Hj 10 20 OOXXj witn no mon than 0 15% lolai harmonic dalortion
Fat Ilium Hi 11 00BH1 95 M V IMF T lOOlDhmetaM: 433mm (1M/16 X-V >
153mm (6-1'16 |M a 352mm (13 7/8 )0 WaajM: Skg<i7 6«M I
FMeli: simulated wainul grain

Re$. 29000 SALE 229
Miles Music 783EMarket
& Electronics 434-9404
99

,

Private Meeting Rooms
Available
Come Early For An Enjoyable
Evening Meal £ Top Entertain*
menf
Wed. Thurs. Frl.& Sat.,

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal
GO BELOW to the :
Open Wti. - Sat.
with lt»» trttrtahmtrt

Thb«Mht

DAZZLE
LARGE
DANCE FLOOR
8:30 - MIDNIGHT

WELCOME STUDENTS

A full line of great people
for your hair.
Don't forget your
Student Buying Power Cerd
end get 10% off eny heir services
107 S. Main

434-1010

\
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Tim Eyermann and Good Humor Band:

Elbow Room features good jazz, good rock
By IJNDSFY BOTFLKR
If you didn't make it to the
Little Feat concert last week,
chances are you were at the
Elbow Room In that case you
know that Tim Eyermann and
East Coast Offering was
playing and knocking the
socks off everyone in the
audience.
If you were at the Little
Feat concert, then you
probably don't give a damn
about what was happening at
the Elbow Room But there
are a few here who appreciate
good jazz as well as good rock,
and it's too bad both had to
occur on the same night
While the Feat were
blasting everyone at Godwin,
there was a quartet in the
Bow Room giving a few
lessons on how to play music,
or more specifically, jazz It
is very seldom that a group as
tight and professional as Tim
Eyermann and, East Coast
Offering appears in this area,
but when they do they are well
worth hearing.
Actually. Eyermann plays
a mix of jazz and rock There
are few bands that do it well.
Eyermann's band is not only
one of those bands, but
probably one of the best at it in
the country.
There's a saying that a
band is only as good as its
worst member. In the case of
Tim Eyermann and East
Coast Offering, there is no
worst member
Each
musician has mastered his
particular area and exhibits it
in every tune, passage, and
note.
Tim Eyermann. of course,
is the lead man playing an
assortment of reed and
woodwind
instruments
Everything he plays sounds
like it has been committed to
memory a million times over,
but he manages to retain a
"down to earth"' feeling
about it that results in a
perfect musical flow.
The music they play is
predominantly original, but
throughout, their sets the
influences of jazz biggies such

as Herbie Hancock and Chick
Corea can be felt AH the
members of the quartet are
songwriters as well as
musicians, and the result is a
sound that is not only original,
but does not linger too much
on one particular style
Many listeners, however,
get
more
excited
for
something that offers some
vocals and boogie One band
that manages to provide this
is the Good Humor band. As
some know, a recenLJheft of
all their equipment led the
Washington Post to suggest
that they could easily be the
Bad Humor band, but even
though they manage to slide a
few old blues numbers in, it
really hasn't affected the band
as far as their output on
stage.
Unlike Tim. Eyermann.
Good Humor is just entering
the recording stages with no
albums out yet. They did
recently finish a recording
session in Northern Virginia
and
the
results
are
impressive.
jrheir goal, like many other,
groups, is to make money, and
with songs like "30 Miles
Outside of Richmond" they're
on the right track. It's rock n
roll and it's commercial, like
most of their other material,
and as a result seems to fit in
well with what the listening
: audience wants to hear.
Good Humor features a
strong country influence
which can be attributed to
their keyboard player and
vocalist Gregg Wetzel. but it's
kept under control by the
guitarists. Mike McAdams
and Evan Johns, who add a
little rock n roll - boogie, when
necessary.
Although Good Humoi lacks
whatever it is that makes
some
bands
instant
successes, they do have a
polished bar act and the
potential to put out some
decent albums. Under new
management arid with their
bad luck behind them, their
future does not look as bleak
as their past.

I
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Tim Fyerinanii brought his Fast Const

Offering hand to the l-'.lhow Boom last Wednesday for a night of
\i\n. and rock. (Maying an assortment of reed and woodwind
instruments. I vermann performed mostly original compositions.
Ph{>to by Becky Aaron

'Lady Chatterly's Lover' is
an extraordinary book
By KRIS CARLSON
' The
book
is
an
extraordinary masterpiece.
It is full of life, full of passion,
and full of love. It is as
timeless as a clock, as
touchingly understandable
today as it was yesterday or
will be tomorrow. It is a
classic, in every sense of the
word.
The story is set during the
post World War I years in
England's industrial
midlands, and concerns an
upper class couple who own a

Gregg WetzelL.a strong country influence
' ' I

I

Pti^lo by Beck Aaron

coal mining industry in a town
named Tevershall Clifford is
a baronet, and the lord and
master of his estate Wragby.
as well as Tevershall. His
wife's name is Constance.
(Connie).
Clifford is paralyzed from
the waist down as a result of
the war. so that he and his
wife can only be close on an
intellectual level.
And
Clifford is very efficient on an
intellectual level. He can sit
and philosophize andexpound
endlessly on life's faults and
values: sex. the masses, and
physical humanity are base
and crude, while money,
success, and thought for
thought's sake are truly good.

This barren intellectual life
at Wragby. a damp barren
mansion itself, becomes
unbearable and stifling to
Connie She begins to lose
touch with the sense of life, the
very prupose of human
existence So she begins her
search for the human truth.
Her first lover is a
playwright named Michaelis.
Michaelis is fairly .successful,
and originally Q friend of
Clifford's However, instead

of finding release and
happiness. Connie only
becomes more disillusioned.
Michaelis is exactly like >
Clifford in the end . out for
success and money.
To
Connie this kind of life is
hollow and pointless. To her
the world seems to be
decaying, with people slaving
themselves away to money
and materialism. The sky is
forever black with soot from
the coal mines, and the men
are dissabled. grimey. and
pallid of skin. The women are
overbearing, overweight and
money-hungry. The youth are
apathetic. This can't be right,
so Connie continues her
search.

The search takes Connie to
the woods surrounding Ragby.
where nature is yet unspoiled
by man's touch. And here
Connie finds her answer in the
person of the gamekeeperOliver Mellors.
And the
answer? I'm sure you can
guess
So the story ends, not fairy
tale like, but hopefully
realistic.
And. like most
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Itl IMWF, I.MIM (KAMI.I..■■ if the name "Budgie"
holds no ring of familiarity, it is not surprising, for the
group seems quite content to stay removed from the public
CM' They don't tour. at least not in the United States, and
only it-vcntl) have their albums been available outside of
the local import sections
!i follows Ihiit Budgie does'not receive an excess of
.mlime even on the more progressive stations Why
bother then, to mention such a seemingly insignificant
htind'.' Because, alter years of inconspicuously hammering
out 1 me rock albums, this three man team from Britain has
released u hat has to be their best offering to date
"Impeckable" is a perfect mix of gutsy rock on a
technically flawless recording High speed openers. "Melt
The Ice Away," and 'Smile Boy Smile.'' start each side off
uilh y hang that echos throughout the remaining tracks •
Dor. t (io Away,' and "All At Sea." the album's slower
numbers, are both played and recorded so tastefully that
(he listener's attention never drifts.
•Impeckable should find a home in every good album
collection on campus Be daring and give ita listen.

By hWAYNK YAM EY
"Portraits" Jessica Jennifer Williams
Four sides of the ^imc thing can become boring and
when it's an unknown pianist who brazenly labels her first
album as "solo improvisations", it's almost a certainty.
Instead of bold creativity. Williams' eight "portraits"
are little more than extended, indistinguishable ramblings
Introduced as part of the AdelPhi Jazz Line. Williams snows
fleeting moments of promise when she stumbles onto an
unusual phrase or interesting chord but generally wanders
across the keyboard with more inspiration than direction.
There is no beat, no shape or form, and her constant
stopping and starting, as if she can't decide what she wants
to do makes it disturbing even as background music.
With discipline and a traditional format. Williams might
be someone to look out for. In the meantime, overlook her.
Grade: D
/
"Stardust" Willie Nelson
Everyone acts shocked that Willie Nelson, the grand ole
outlaw of country mucic. would record an album of
classics. Not classics like "Amazing Grace." but classics
like Hoagy Carmichael's "Stardust."
Even more, they are surprised that the result sounds so
honest.
Although they may take pains to hide the album cover,
no one would be embarrassed to play "Stardust" at a highbrow dinner party This isn't an album by just a country
musician It is an album by a musician and a very gifted
one. and that makes all the difference.
"Waylon and Willie" certified him as the best country
artist today (as if that needed certifying). "Stardust" gives
him a much broader audience.
The album falls short only with the material, which is not
always the strongest possible. As this concept is probably a
one-shotdeal. Willie would have been better served had he
all the songs been the magnititude of the title cut or
"Georgia On My Mind."
While Willie's voice has never been one of the most
forceful in the business, it adapts itself reasonably well to
his purpose His band, however, does even better. It is
incredime-that musicians nurtered in Texas beer halls can
successfully make the transition to the black coat and tie
set
Frank Sinatra would be proud.
Grade; A
"Family Album" David Allan Coe
This is the sad story of a talented musician who changes
his style and loses his audience. At one time Coe was an
exciting cult star on the country circuit with high crossover
appeal. He was the "Mysterious Rhinestone Cowboy." the
"Longhaired Redneck." He really was an outlaw (murder,
even i and sang with an almost embarrasing honesty.
-Now Coe has abandoned the raw approach that had
made him "the Bob Dylan of Country Music" in for a slick
country pop sound
He sings at some length about his peace of mind and
happy Mormon home life. Gone are the tales of heartbreak,
drinking and lawlessness. Doesn't he know that that's what
country is all about?
Where the material doesn't fail, the performance does.
"Take This Job and Shove It" is an uninspired original of
Johnny Paycheck's hit and "Divers Do It Deeper." while
mildly amusing for its lyrics, comes across as little more
than a poor imitation of Jimmy Buffett.
What makes the story tragic is that Coe is quite
enthusiastic about his new-found mediocrity. At least his
fans have his old albums to listen to.
Grade: C

Kenny Gradney speaks up

Kenny Gradn ey... we're all like brothers «">•« * "•<* Thome™
By TOM Dl\\ and I Ift II
UtMSTKONG
/
Kenny Gradney. joined the
band in W1. replacing Little
Feat's original bass player.
Roy Estrada. Gradney took
time to talk to The Breeze
about himself and the future
of the band before Little^
Feat's Godwin Hall concert
last Wednesday:
0 What group or groups did
you play with before joining
Little Feat?.
A I used/toplay with Delaney
and Ronnie-when "Sneaky
Pete '--the pedal steel guitar
player was with them.
0Oo you ever do any
guestspots on other artists'
albums?
A Yes. but 1 wouldn't call
them guestspots
I'd call
them sessions because unless
they pay you over doublescale you're not a guest
0
According lo your bio
sheets...
A Don't believe those biosheets-fhey are the biggest
joke in the world. In fact, we
have read articles that "have
been written from those biosheets
0 What is the true story of
how you joined the hand?
A Well. I quite the group.
Delaney ana Bonnie, two
weeks- before they broke up
and 1 was looking for a gig
0 How long were you with
Dclancv and Bonnie?
A 1 worked with them for
three and one-half years and 1
never got a raise or anything
All they ever gave me was s--t
0 Did you tour with them at
all?
A Yes, in the early 7t'"s I
played everywhere with
Delaney
and
Bonnie.
including the big concert halls
and all ol the big folk festivals

around the country.

stage everday -you just can't
do it the same way everday
Whenever Billy or.Pau go into
a solo you have to give them
that freedom to solo because
you're not in the same mood
everyday I prefer to get loose
whenever I'm performing and
you really cant do that when
you play each song the same
way

I)
There sure are enough
bootleg
live
albums
circulating these days.
A Yes. there are a lot of
bootlegs, of .our concerts.
Somebody took'a poll and they
found that we are one of the
top bootlegged groups in
America. We have fifteen:
Bob Dylan has eleven • the 4j. Is there any truth to the
Beatles have twenty
rumors that Lowell George is
If Hasn't Little Feat just planning to leave the band?
recently completed a big A * No. there are no rumors
overseas tour?
that Lowell is going to leave
A
Yes. we just got back the band. If there are rumors
from Japan. Hawaii, and then it's a real shame because
Alaska We had a very warm I don't understand how people
reception in Japan.
They can make rumors about the
really fell for us in a big way band when people don't even
because we were "groovy know us. How can you have
guys" from America
We rumors like that way out here
played real well and everyone anyway? The whole band is
was on the straight and very close-were all like
narrow
brothers, even Lowell.
Although Lowell gets real
i) Do vim tour heavily as a crazy sometimes, he knows
band?
that no other people in the
A. No. we don't tour heavily: world will let him get as crazy
we don't tour enough. We're as he gets After all this time
trying to tour more but people being together, it's like being
in the group just keep getting married-you aren't just going
sick
to break up and start all over.
t|. On some ol the songs on (j When is the next album
"Waiting for ( olumbus". the going lo he released?
group is accompanied by the
Tower of Power horn section. A. 1 believe that it will be
I low did you get this group to released sometime around my
play with you in concert and birthday in F'ebruary. I don't
(Mi your albums?
know the exact release date
A Well, when you think of but we've worked up some
power -there's only one group really nice songs for the new
lo turn to and that's Tower of album I heard a tape of one
of Paul's compositions for it
Power
and it sounded great This
i) \\ by are most of the songs album will contain some of the
that are performed in concert hottest songs ever written by
arranged so differently from Paul. Lowell and Billy leant
the original versions?
wait.
\
Because constantly
I ntil what-the new
changing the music eases the 0
problem
of
our
songs album?
becoming too static ajid stale
VVejusi don't play the
song A No. my birthday because I
the same way-we keep the have plans on getting a new
structure but to play it on truck
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'Music originates i
Deaf dancers use in no i
By HATTI TI'IJ.Y
The movement is abstract
There is no definite
rhythm, no precise steps
The dancers may move
together or become distant as
if each is completely unaware
of the presence of the others

Visual communication,
arm and body gestures, facial
expression
and
sound
vibration serve as guides to
these performers to establish
a dance piece In addition,
because they cannot hear and
in most cases cannot speak,
the dancers are taught in sign
language

For the American Deaf
Dance Company, music
originates in the mind The
dancers may occasionally use
music to accompany their
dancing, but it has no bearing
on movement or its timing
The company gave a
lecture-demonstration
Monday in Godwin Hall, as
part of their first national
tour

Dances are composed so
that dancers can see each
other ■
and
visual
communications serve as
cues Yet. the communication
is highly discreet and the
dancers
seem
to - be
completely oblivious of each
other as they produce a
Mowing of movement..
In one
dance,
two
performers demonstrated
how they
use
musical
vibrations sent through the
floor and air as cues. The two
stood with their backs to a
drum One beat of the drum
repeated several times
through
out the dance
allowed these dancers to use
the sound vibrations to
accurately
time
their
movements
\

"Music is used to co-exist
with the dancers.','said Yacov
Sharir. artistic director for
the dance company.
"The dancers do not follow
the music used , but instead
the music follows them". The
inner rhythm of the dancer is
important, rather than the
rhythm of the music "
The dance troupe combines
modern dance witha a touch of
ballet to produce a blended
and
well
synchronized
performance of the same
caliber as any normal-hearine
group of dancers
IIF.KKIK IMKK (sitting) and Rosie Senna
embrace rhythms within themselves to

Yet,
unlike non-deaf
dancers, this group goes
above and beyond to produce
a highly professional and
beautiful performance with a
complete lack of dependency
on music

express musk- in their dance.

Photos by Mark Thompson
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Also unlike non-deaf
dancers, the group does not
place a large amount of
emphasis on timing.
Sharir refers to this idea as
"dance by chance."
"The
dance
happens
without my control". Sharir
said, "and every performance
is
ultimately
different
because each dancer chooses
his or her own timing."
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i e mind'
n
the. dancer
ck rhythm or a
one depends
or her mood, he
s them to take a
I", he said
omfortable with
j.se they have the
hange it."
designs
all
used in the
s.
The
used have no
ing. Sharir said,
overall design,
may at times
own
is. but in most
se the style and
arir has taught
dancers had no
, g prior to joining
iharir said, but
. or their desire to
ican Deaf Dance
a professional
dancers, eight of
le

to

James

versity under the
worship of the
departments of
athology
and
lysical and health
and
special
i addition to the
Jucation*and the
ecture Series.
I pany is part of
Focus on Deaf
a
nonprofit
, . Spectrum also
. deaf theatre, a
•mingarts school.

I.INDA III HI \< IIAK ••signs" danci

octions to troupe

members Bob McMahon and Yacov Sharir.

a media resource center and
an annual summer conference
of deaf artists
The deaf dance company is
one of only two of its kind in
the world It was started in
November IH76 when Sharirir.
who was working with the
world's- only deaf dance
company in Israel.
was
asked by Spectrum to come to
the United States to start
another company
Sharir
traveled to many parts of the
United States interviewing
and selecting interested
dahcers
The group's premiere
performance was in August
1*177 at the University of
Texas, where they received
enthusiastic reviews and
began
to
get
further
invitations
to
appear
elsewhere, including one to
appear in Russia They have
performed with the Dallas
Ballet and are one of only four
dance companies to be
included in the Dance Touring
Program of the National
Kndowment for the Arts in
I'lT't

The company's current
national tour began at
Gallaudet
College .... in
Washington DC . the only
liberal arts college for the
deaf in the world From JMU
they will travel to the National
Institute for the Deaf in
Rochester. New York and
then on to California
There is a possibility that
the dance company will return
here, later this year, to give
students a more in-depth view
of their work
■M»!\!IU \l. i:\l»HFSSIO\ is important in
the AV'nf dance troupe s usage of nibdenl danc'e

combined with ballet.

/>\
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* 'Lover
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classics, this story can apply
to the present day "apathetic
seventies "
No one is
advocating life like the "love
children" of the sixties, but
there has to be a middle
ground between greedy
materialism and decadent
"love-ins."
Connie and
Mellors might have the
answer, that one has got to
combine- living and loving.
In sum. it seems easy
enough just to be totally
human and live life.
Unfortunately though, this

thought gets lost now during
the move to suburbia and the
climb up the social ladder.
Every decade or so we pick
this up and put it in our
pocket, only to find that it
slowly falls out the hole in the
seam. Then we always have
to go back down again to pick
it up It would be much easier
if we just ivheld on to this
thought, and never let it go.
The name of the book, for
those interested in reading it,
(which I'm sure many of you
know already), is Lady
Chatterlys Lover, by D. H
Laurence.

Ole Virginia Ham Cafe

>*

Specializing in Coufitry Cooking
special luncneons-chops-chicken
■ seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon.-Sat. 6:30 am. - 2:00 pm.
W. Market St.
J
434-6572

LUIGI'S PIZZERIA
Chicago Style Pizzas - unexce I led
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on premise
Budweiser & Michelob on tap
- plus your favorite inport beers
daily lunch specials from 11 - 2:00
-located in front of Campus,
1010 S. Main St.
DINE IN
or
TAKE OUT
HOURS: Sun - Thurs until midnight
Fri & Sat. until 2:00 am.
DELIVERY: Mon - Thurs nights 6-- 11

433-1101

*Debate

Midway Market

( oiitiiHH'd from page II
guarantees employment
opportunities to all (j. S
ntizens in the labor force."
Bill Mitchell also won first
place in the individual
speaker competition
Steve
■Nunti took third place and
Angie Hochmeister fifth in the
same competition This is the
second year Hill Mitchell has
been named top speaker at the
tournament.

New location Behind Hughes Pharmacy

Weekly Specials:
Beer - Snacks - Soft Drinks
Old Mill. 12 oz. cans 1.59
Budweiser 12 oz. cans. 1.79
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Tke Beauty Patoce
438 K.

W«MW

St. 433-8845
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TRY A DIFFERENT TWO HOUR COURSE FOR SECOND
BLOCK
ADD ART OF MILITARY LEADERSHIP
CREDIT HOURS AAISC 220 1000-1115 MWF G 337
You have the opportunity to get a closer look at
yourself through self-testing. Small group leadership
problems are solved, group life cycles are examined,
role play is examined, and the realities of the leader'
ship problem are discussed. The realities of organizational and bureaucratic life are examined. An
atmosphere of open participation and discussion is
encouraged in this seminar. Leadership can be learned.
Textbooks are free for this course. Call 433-6264 or
433-6355.
Army ROTC. Learn
what it takes to lead.

New York Style

PIZZA
SO • OFF ANY PIZZA
w/coupon

Schiltz Beer Now on Tap
11 AM-12
11 AM-1AM

Fri.-Sat.

434-5375

778 E. Marie*
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are people 11

bicycles of quality to meet the
most discerning taste - - -

"%

People get hungry.
Hungry people don't like
waiting forever to eat...

SO...
re Ready
at the

• PALMER HOUSE*
TERRACE ROOM

Mark's Bike Shop

FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET4:30-10p.m
$6.95 Great seafoods (crab cakes, steamed spiced
shrimp, lobster, etc.) soup, salad bar, dessert
& beverage included.

SAE

BRUNCHbefore football

(buffet style) 10:30-1:30 p.m. $4.95. Juices, fruits,
breakfast stuff, fried chicken, ice cream Sunday,
beverage, lasagna, fried cinnamon
dessert bar, salad bar.

1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
The Pedal People
MOTOBECANE
Phone (703> 434-51 51
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BE WARM,
this fall,
next fall....

apples,

SATURDAY NIGHT BEEF and BARBECUE
BUFFET 4:30-10 p.m. $7.95
Steamship round, BBQ ribs, BBQ chicken,Brunswick
stew, Beef Stroganoff, salad bar, homemade
dessert bar, soup & beverage
SUNDAY MIDDAY SUNDAY BRUNCH
10:30 am - 2:30 p.m. $4.95 just like Just like
Saturdays Luncheon thing land FREE Ice Cream Sundaes
--you make 'em--all you can eat!
* ** * ***** Sorry, NO reservations accepted..
We're sure you'll have less wait at one of our buffets
or brunches than anywhere else In town I
(speical kid prizes tool)

We're Ready I
if Don't forget the Village Pub-Were ready fool*

Shirts by
Coming Attractions
Flannel
Chamois
>• Wool

$14 50
$17.95
$22.95

Durable fabrics for longer life
Full cut for ease of movement
Fashionable outdoor styling

Geneva\
WILDERNESS
S
/ flmlteX OUTFITTERS
Backpacking
Climbing
6 East Water St.,Harrisonburg
(above Womble's Shoes)
433-2177
Sa
Tues-Fri 10-6
L?_~A-
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Adjustments to alcohol policy will limit parties
By DEBBIE YARD
The experimental alcohol
policy has been modified,
effective last Tuesday, to limit
the number of registered
parties
permitted
in
individual residence halls on
the same nights.
Significant crowd control
problems and violation of
state alcohol laws have led the
Office of Residence Halls to
adjust the policy, accoring to
Mike Webb, residence halls
director.
The
changes were
necessary so as not to
endanger the ultimate success
and permanent adoption of the
experimental policy, he said.
Problems have occurred in
four different residence halls
as the result of indiscriminate
advertising of parties and the
scheduling of a number of

mam-suite parties on the
same floor in a residence hall
on the same night, Webb said.
These factors tend to create
a "block party" situation
which
often
gets
uncontrollable, he said.
The hosts try to control
their party, but the number of
uninvited
guests
is
overwhelming, and Security
must usually be called in to
help, Webb said.
All residence hall students
received a memorandum
from the Office of Residence
Halls that explains the change
in policy and lists the limits
for respective halls.
The decision of how many
rues will be allowed was
sed on both the physical
design of the residence halls
and the input from residence
hall staff member* The policy wo.
tffect
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most students. Webb said, "as
there have been only four
incidents and all have taken
place in men's halls."
We
don't
want - to
overregulate," Webb said,
"but we need to do something
to
make
this
policy
workable."
Parties will be registered
by the hall staff on a first
come, first served basis.
However, under certain
circumstances, the number of
parties allowed will be left to
the discretion of the area

director and the head resident
of the dorm.
Also effective Sept. 35,
violations of the experimental
alcohol policy, except
automatic penalities, will be
referred to the University
Judicial
System
for
disposition, instead of to a
special hearing committee as
originally planned, said Webb.
Too many legal questions
arose under the proposed
system, he said.
Thus, alcohol violations
will be dealt with in the same

Donirt Kins
373 M. Mastn

oA,

1975
y

manner as all other university
and residence hall policies, he
said.
The modifications of the
experimental alcohol policy
will remain in effect until the
entire process is reviewed and
either approved or revised
by the Commission on Student
Affairs later in the fall
semester.

Introduces

44

OLD
FASHIONED
NITES"

from 4 pm to 10 pm We offer:

BACU ALLEY.
BIUES

1 dozen regular donufs only $1.25

rcprcsenfina

& choice of regular donuf only 35*

HONESTY,FRIENDSHIP,
AND QUALITY
AS STANDARDS.
'/voumd.

or World's best coffee or soft drink

(Limit 2 dozen per customer when available)
Offer good thru Sept. 26

OPEN 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK
(under new management)*

151 SOUTH MAIN
434-9*8*

Restaurant & Lounge
Specializing In

• FRESH SEAFOOD
• CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
• PRIME RIB ail jus
Dinner Served 5:00-10:00 p.m.

Cocktails & Dancing
Open Daily 11:00 a.m. -2:00 a.m.
350 Waterman Dr.
Horrisonburg, Va.

U.

435-1001

GET DOWN . . .
FOR WINTER
sts and Jackets by
Pacific Trail and
Campus
In coordinating
colors and solids

66 E. Market St.

Downtown
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Large voter turnout needed, Robinson says
*

u\ <;\it\ HI I ISeventh
District
Congressman J Kenneth
Kobinson stressed the need to
ge| Urge numbers of people to
the [Mills in this year's U.S.
Senate eleelion in an address
in ( olletfe Republicans at the
university farm Sunday.
Hohinson s speech capped
the end of a workshop held
lierc las! weekend by the
College
Republican
I-ederat ion of Virginia More
than r.i» students representing
colleges throughout the state
participated in the seminars
on political activities
Kobinson.
alonjj with
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

former
Delegate Wyatt
Durette s|mke on behalf of
John Warner. The GOP
nominee for the U.S. Senate
"In Hie I'lTfc election, only
»."•". percent of the voters
turned out to vote in Virginia s
.elections Virginia ranked 4f>
among the state., in the
number of voting age citizens
that went to the polls," stated
Kobinson "Barely Mi percent
of the voters between the ages
of Hi and _M went to the polls."
Robinson also cited the
need to "restore confidence"
in the government
Robinson, a member or the
House

IIIMIIIIM

IIMI

appropriations

■IMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIItfMIIII

committee
and
subcommittee on defense, said
Warner was effective as
Secretary of the Namy in
supporting budget proposals
lacing the committees in
which Robinson sat and that
Warner would be as effective
in the Senate
"We need a voice that is
united and unanimous" in
Congress, stated Robinson,
alluding
to
the
two
Democratic representatives
from Northern Virginia.
"Before Watergate we
were a closely knit group of
clclegat
delegates in Congress and that
is WTUl t gave Virginia more

HMMHIIMIIMHIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllllMMtinni

Rockingham
National Bank

YOUR HOME-OWNED ACTION BANK
RNB CENTER, HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 22801

• HARRISONBURG • GROTTOES • VERONA
• BRIDGEWATER • WEYERS CAVE • MT. SIDNEY
MEMBER. VALLEY OF VIRGINIA BANKSHARES 1

\ MEMBER FOIC

VENEY'S HAIR^RE CENTER
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prestige and influence in
Congress." said Robinson
"We voted as one group at
that time and our votes didn't
cancel each other out-' like
they sometimes do now. he
said
Kobinson also praised
the" Kemp-Roth bill now
before the House as a
revolutionary proposal that
will put more money in the
taxpayers pocket.
"It will generate more
business, which will generate
more
taxes."
stated
Robinson
Durrette. addressed the
College Republicans on the
campaign issues and the
stands of Warner
"Warner is proposing a 33
percent tax cut across a three
year period. ' stated Durette.
"Miller is calling for -tax
indexing
Tax indexing is not a tax
tut. emphasized Durette.
« "It means your taxes will
not increase as much as
inflation
Miller has no

******

?otm '15.00
Cut & Sfajte '6.00

intention of a tax cut. Miller is
only engaging in verbal
rhetoric ••
■
He also spoke out against
federal government spending
in the area of creating a
fereral
Department
of
Kducation
"Education should be left
up to the state and local
governments Miller would be
in support of creating a
department of education."
said Durette
"Federal spending in the
area of education in the past
has had no impact on the
quality of education." Durette
said, pointing to the fact that
high schools are turning out
less qualified graduates.
Concerning equal rights.
Durette condemned Miller for
wanting to resubmit the Equal
Rights Amendment to give it
another seven Or more years
to he approved by the states.
Durette also stated Miller
would give food stamps to the
families of strikers but not to
the strikers themselves.
"Maybe that is the reason
Miller has the endorsement of
the
AFL-CIO."
mused
Durette
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i COUPE de GRASS Sept. 29, 30
one of the great bluegrass bands
THE FABULOUS
Oct. 2nd
TOUCH TONES
• customer appreciation night
Oct. 3rd

THE ESTES BOYS
SKIP CASTRO

UNLIMITED
Beverage

Ladies Night

Refills

complete with
choice of potatoes,
Texas Toast and all
the soup and salad
you can eat.
829 E. Market St.
.•••••»«,*••••..••••••..,........•.
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Oct

4th

GOOD HUMOR BANDOct. 5th
country rock at'it's best !
TIM EYERMAN & Oct. 6th & 7th
the EAST COAST OFFERING
(HOT JAZZ)
DOWNTOWI^.HARR!SONBURG
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JMU football team ranked eighth nationally
'You are recognized across the country as having a good football team9
I ;i 111 e s
M ;i d i s o n
University's football team is
nationally ranked this week
lor (he first lime in more
than two years
The Dukes, who were tied
lor No I in the first Division
III poll in l'*76. this week are
tied lor eighth with Gustavus
Adolphus College of St.
Deters, Minn
Roth -teams are :{-<• and
received :i2 points in the
balloting- JMU also received
votes in last week's poll but

not enough to move into the
Top in

Dayton I niversity is
ranked first The Myers, 4-n,
received .">7 points Widener
' Da i College is second with 55
l>oints. and Minnesota-Morris
is third with 3.1 points
■ No other Virginia, team
received votes
"I'm very pleased with the
ranking." said JMl' coach
Challicc McMillin said
"National recognition is a
goal the team has The

Sports

• iginlicance »l it is that you
,irc recognized across
the
country as having a good
loot ball team
"And it is significant as far
»h the national playoffs go If
you are ranked and can
maintain the ranking, the
chances of making the
pjliyoffs
are
very
good; McMillin added
Maintain ing ranking won't
be an easy task for the Dukes
Saturday they face Mars
IlilliN.C.' College, one of the

•trongei opponents on their
schedule
"'They ire probably the
IH-SI team that we have ployed
s« lar this season."McMi'llin
said

JMU was lied with ( AV
Do^t ol New York lor the top
position in the |K)II in l"»7(i but
tell Irom the rankings a week
later after losing lo HampdenSydney in the first Divisionlll
lootball game ever to to be
broadcast
by a
major
television network

Ironically it was after I he
Dukes played ilampiien
Sydnvj this season thiil they
reappeared in the poll
Saturday. JMl' defeated the
Tigers ranked eighth last
week :.'l lir The loss dropped
Mampden Sydney from the
Top 11'
"I lell like we should be
ranked
after
beating
Mampden Sydney because
they were renked last week
and we received votes
McMillin said
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Women's tennis team captures 8-1 victory
By M.VKK KSPOSITO
The women's tennis team
came back from an openinground singles loss to sweep the
remaining eight events and
crush
Randolph-Macon
College K-i in Ashland
Tuesday.
Top seed Lou Dickey
dropped her match to R-MC's

Debbie Mayre, 6-1. 2-6. 7-5. to
set up the come-from-behind
victory
»
Number-two seed Heidi
Hess responded by narrowly
defeating Kathy Osband in a
lengthy match 6-4, 5-7. 6-3,
Hess took the first set by
holding serve consistently. In
set two. Osband mounted a

Archers Kiser and Wilgus
named to All-America
James Madison University
archers Rick Kiser and Kevin
Wilgus have been named to
the 1977-78 National Archery
Association (NAA) AllAmerica second team.
Kiser.
a
native of
Harrisonburg and a graduate
of Turner Ashby High Schook,
earned NAA All-America
second team honors for the
second straight year.
A
junior, he finished ninth at the
NAA National Collegiate
Outdoor Championships last
spring Kiser also finished
second in the Virginia men's
intercollegiate
championships, fifth in the
North
American
Championships, fifth in the
U.S. Indoor Championships,

sixth in the Philadelphia
Invitational and eighth in the
Eastern
Regional
Championships in 1978.
Wilgus. a junior last year,
won the 1978 Virginia men's
intercollegiate championship
and finished third in the Nortn
American Championships and
second in the Eastern
Regional Championships last
season. He is a native of
Dover. Del.
Two former JMU archers,
Ray Stone, t'76) and Bob
Ryder C74). a native of
Bridgewater,
previously
earned All-America archery
honors.
JMU finished sixth in the
nation in last year's NAA
Collegiate
Outdoor
Championships.

forehand attack that broke
Hess' serve and won the set.
The final set see-sawed until
Hess took control in the late
games.
Third seed Cathie Tyler
easily overpowered her R-MC
opponent by identical scores
of 6-2, 6-2
Freshman number-four
seed Joyce Stroupe breezed to
a fi:l opening-set victory and
then found the going tougher
in set two. finally winning 7-5.
Fifth
seed
Marsha.
Williams took a close opening
set victory over Yellow Jacket
Cindy Bass 7-6 to begin her
match and then finished with
a lopsided 6-1 win in the
second set.
Number-six seed Patti
Owens took the final JMU
singles victory in a hard
fought match with R-MC's
Karen Grogan. 6-7, 6-4, 6-1.
Owens, a newcomer to varsity
action, overcame a close first
set loss to capture the final
two sets.
* The Duchesses continued
their dominance of doubles
competition by sweeping all
three varsity spots.
This
marks the second such sweep
in as many matches.
Winners for JMU included
number one team of Dickey

and Hess, second-seeded team
of Tyler and Williams and
third-seeded team of Owens
and Martha Hall.
Dickey and Hess came out
blazing in the first set and
maintained the fire in set two

to topple Osband and Lisa
Thames. 6-2. 6-1
Tyler
and
Williams
overwhelmed their RMC
opponents with stong play in
every aspect of the game to
grab another JMU victory. (F
6-n

Volleyball team defeats
Bridgewater, EMC 2-0
By < ATIIY HANKS
The James
Madison
University Volleyball team
defeated Bridgewater College
and Eastern Mennonite
College Tuesday night.
'The team played together
well and talked well."
according to co-captain
Sharon Barr
"It was an outstanding
team effort," said coach Pat
Sargeant 'There were very
few errors "
The Duchesses downed
Bridgewater 15-5. 15-3 and
defeated EMC 15-5. 15-1
"In all situations we ruled
the games." said Sargeant.
"Our offense was working
well and any time they got the
ball back we were able to cope
with it defensively."
One notable exception in
the night's matches was the

absence of missed serves,
which hampered the team in
previous games this season.
"We were very consistant
with only two missed serves
the entire night.". Sargeant
said
F"reshman Barb Baker's
long strings of successful
serves were considered key to
the wins, by Sargeant
The team has mainly been
"playing free lance ball,'
according to Sargeant. With
the experience the team has
had playing together thus far.
coupled with, their high level
of basic skills Sargeant
promesses "soon we will be
able to run specific formalized
plays."
Tuesday's victories upped
the Duchesses' state record to
")• I with an overall record of 6-

Dukes find win at Death Valley satisfying
by RON IIAim.Al B

<4

"V

Victory over Hampden-Sydney avenges '76 loss

Four years ago. the Tigers
James Madison University's 21-16 cmbarrased the Dukes. :t.Vn. but the
football triumph over Hampden- real-incentive was drawn from the
Sydney proved to be much more game played two years ago
satisfying than the record may show
After starting with a SO record in
For the Dukes, it was their chance to
prove something--to the pollsters, to I'lTii. the Dukes entered Death Valley
the number-one ranked team in the
their critics, and toHampden-Sydney as
tuition
The game was also covered
The Tigers came into the game
with an identical record as JMU. 2- by ABC regional television
lliimpden -Sydney brought JMU
b-ut tye Division III poll found the
Dukes unranked. while Hampden- back down toearth. beating the
Sydney was positioned in the number Dukes Ji N The loss dropped JMl'
.from the national rankings, and
eight slot
liampered the optimism for the
"Wo felt we were being deprived remainder of a 7 4 season
because we weren't ranked and they
l-ist year. Hampden-Svdnev fell to
were,' said sophomore tailback the Dukes 17 N. at Madison Stadium
George Harris, who scored two of Though the win in Harrisonburg
JMU's three touchdowns in the game
provided some satisfaction for the
"And their schedule isn't as tough as
team it was still not
enough
ours The players felt thev had to knock off
It was also an extra incentive for the Tigers in Death Vallev. an
the veterans on the team, who have accomplishment few teams can brag
had bed experiences down in the about
*
stadium nicknamed "Death Valley"
"We had a lot to overcome."' said

Joe Showker. whose field goal beat
the Tigers in 1*177 "We had never won
on that field That was working on our
minds
At Death Valley, one must also
bailie the intimidation factor
provided by the loyal Tiger fans
"they Ac got great crowd
support." said senior offensive guard
Hick Iturkhart "It\,a tough place lo
play
Hut on this day, the Tiger fans lost
a little bit of their intimidation Bad
weather kept some sup|H>rters a way
and the play of the Dukes helped.
silence the hecklers
"I siially jhe intensity is pN'ttv
had Showker said "We'didnt catch
• i- much this year, because we were
winning "
"Victory is awful sweet. Burkhart
said, recalling the triumph "There's
no better feeling than beating them I
play the season lo plav Hampden - (

Sydney

"II was a lot more gratifying than
last year Showker added
I*or the team it was also an
opportunity to knock abadreputation
earned over the years-not being able
to play in bad weather
Over the past few years, JMU has
lound the inability to win on wet
fields
In the misty conditions at
I Hnith Valley last Saturday, the Dukes
put that hoax to rest
"'This year, we were prepared for
the weather, said Showker
And for Harris, it was a chance for
revenge
|n last years contest.
Harris fell victim fo an injury against
the Tigers "They put me out for four
wevk* They were the team that hurt
me "
The victory could have possibly
IH-CII the biggest in the history of the
school If nothing else, it will be one
that is savored for a long time by the
JMl' players
-1 i.i
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Dukes beat EMC
on penalty kick I
it> s< OTT IMDCKKS
rial Partenheimer "s lastriiinute penalty kick gave the
•IML soccer team a 2-1'win
over Eastern Mennonite
College here Tuesday night
The win raised the Dukes
record to 2-3 while the Royals
loss was their, first of
theseason. dropping them to 8-

JMI S ION Ml I.I.KNF.X (right, in white)
drives past Royal midfielder Don Shank in the
Dukes' 2-1 win over K a stern Mennonite College
Tuesday night. .IMl' won the game on Hal

Partenheimer s penalty kick with JO seconds to
go Mullenev and Shank were teammates at
lastern Mennonite High School in
Harrisonburg.
photo by chuck PUM

Hosts Mars Hill tomorrow:

EMC goalkeeper Keith
Eshleman hobbled a Tom
Hochkeppel shot in front of his
goal and fullback John Brunk
was called for a hand ball
trying to clear the shot.
Partenheimer faked to hLs
left, drawing Eshlemen to that
side, and drove a. low shot into
the net
The Dukes controlled the
first half of play, rarely
allowing EMC into their
territory The defense was led
by co-captains Partenheimer
and Dave Dragelin, who foiled
most Royal attempts in the
first half
The Royals first, threat of
the half came when EMC

Football team to defend ranking
By DAN Me MM.
JMU will put its number
eight national ranking on the
line Saturday when the Dukes
host Mars Hill
The Dukes entered the
Division III poll this week tied
for eighth with Gustavus
Adolphus
Dayton was the
number one rated team with
57 points, 25 more than JMU
and Gustavus Adolphus.
The players' reaction to the
voting was mixed with
excitement
and
disappointment
"We're going to have to
work harder to keep the
ranking and move to number
one." commented defensive
end Bob Capalli.
"I don't
think a lot of people took us
seriously before last week."
Cappali referred to the
Dukes' 21-16 win that allowed
JMU to occupy the ranking
the Tigers bad held one week
earlier
Linebacker Dale
Capraso feared the team
might suffer an "emotional
breakdown-' after last week
Offensive
guard
Jim
Caldwell cautioned that the
team may experience a
letdown after being ranked
this week.
The Three C s thought the
Dukes deserved a higher
ranking in the poll
The
unbeaten
Dukes
have
averaged 30.3 points a game in
compiling the sterling mark of
JMU escaped injury in the
Hampden-Sydney contest
af.ter losing,three players in
the bruising tussle with
Towson State
Defensive
tackle R T Thomas will miss
his second straight contest
with a troubled
knee.
Thomas
status for the
remainder of the year is
uncertain.
Tight end Ron Borders and
defensive end Jeff Kraus are ,
being observed on a day-byday basis and may see action
Saturday Glenn Knox will be
ready
for
his
initial
appearance of the year if
needed this week. Knox has
been recuperating from a ,
shoulder separation incurred
during preseason practice
H———mi m i m
»

"DEE-fense" is the word at
Mars Hill The NAIA division
member has limited their
adversaries to42 points in four
• games The Lions' deceiving
record of 2-2 includes two
losses to Presbyterian and
Elon by a total of four points
(14-13 and I:MOI.
The Lion defensive unit was
the dominant factor in the 30-7
drubbing of JMU last year in
Mars Hill Mars Hill returns7
eight of the eleven starters
from the defense that held
JMU to HI7 yards in total
offense.
Sophomore tackle John
Gul ledge is the team leader on
the defense that was second in
rushing and team defense in
the tough South Atlantic
Conference in 1977.
Gulledge. who doubles as

the team's field goal kicker
was in on 85 tackles.
(42
unassisted i and sacked the
quarterback seven times in
his freshman year.
Senior defensive end
Richard Bagwell and junior
nose guard David Harrison
are returning starters on the
defensive front line. The two
linebackers in the 5-2
alignment are veterans
Jimmy Simmons and Rod
White.
Cornerbacks Danny Miller
and Admiral Webster and
safeties J.C. Burkett and
Steve Campbell comprise the
secondary that accounted for
25 turnovers in 1977 (12
interceptions and 13 fumbles).
Burkett is the sole newcomer
to the quartet.
JMU's opponent does have

an effective offense and. like
the Dukes. Mars Hill favors
the run as opposed to the pass.
In the Lions' first three
games. 647 yards of the 722 in
total offense was accumulated
on the ground.
Sophomore tailback Ken
Phillips leads the backfield
with 46 carries for 241 yards.
Fellow tailback Roger Crueli
has ammassed 1HH yards on 50
attempts James Miller, the
leading scorer in 1977. opens
at fullback.
Quarterback Mike Wooten
has connected on 18 of 46
passes for 184 yards and one
touchdown in his first year as
signal caller. Wooten. 6'5"
sophomore, hit 10 of 18 for 109
yards in the 7-3 win over
Gardner-Webb last week.
<< ouiiiiiH'ti on Page 2:5'»

forward John Brunk kicked a
shot on goal that hit the gdnl
IHist and flew out of play |ft
was one of only seven shots on
goal for EMC in the first half.
The Dukes controlled the
bit 11 on the other end of the
held but "missed, a lot iof
opportunities.'- dCcording 'to
coach Bob Banderwarker.
Tom Zauner then sent a pass
to senior Rodney Allen who
fired a high corner shot,
leaving goalie Eshleman flat
footed, scoring the Dukes'
firs' goal at 34:10
EMC missed another
scoring opportunity shortly
there after. JMU goalie Jim
Edwards slipped and fell after
an EMC centering pall
heading toward the net but
John Miskel cleared the ball
away
Early in the second half it
looked as though the Dukes
would increase their lead
when Dragelin kicked a shot
that
was
bobbled
by
Eshleman
He quickly
covered up before the Dukes
offense could follow up and
capitalize
Vanderwalker
said afterwards, "We wanted
to follow up shots on goal
better this week.
said
Vanderwarker. "Because we
knew their goalie had trouble
with low, hard shots."
JMU kept on the attack
shooting time after time on
goal but Eshleman kept the
hall out'of the net
With only ten minutes left
in the game, there came a
break for EMC when the
Royals' Don Shank took a
Kurt Eby pass and drove a
long, high shot that Edwards
just couldn't reach Tat score
tied the game at 1-1.
A JMU miscue almost gave
EMC the go-ahead goal with
live minutes left. The Royals
sent a pass right into the goal
area, but Edwards went into
traffic to make the crucial
save
(( onlinued on Page 22)

Ettes, Has Beens at top of b-ball polls
K> JFI I SAM FLU:
When
the
Women's
intramural basketball
playoffs began Monday. The
Ettesof Independent Division,
stood as the favorites to win
the University Championship
Scoring has not been a
problem for the Ettes all
season long, witnessed by
their average winning margin
of |>i points per game Karen
Turner has consistently been
the teams high scorer, but the
Ettes are not dependent on
just one player.
I sing the "Team Concept"
of play, as coach Tara Kelly
stated. The Ettes have proven
to the other league members
that it takes 0 team effort to
win. and to win often Kelly's
hall handling has proven to be
a strong point for the
Independent
Division
Champs
Kath> Turner, twin sister
of The Ettes' Karen and a
hopeful for the JMU Varsity
this season has also been
helping out in the coaching
"We 1 The Ettes' feel that
we are the best team, and that
■MM*

Men's Basketball -Top Ten
1

Has Beens -

2

Weos

::.' Hosers
1

Chandler

5

Blackbirds

<i

Cuckoo's Nest

7

White Hall

H

CUM

'I

Warhogs

11' Pigeons
•Women's
h'ive
I

Basketball -Top

The Ettes
'

Whiz Kids

: llfK.e.ft.
1

I Mngeldine
!• ivdcrickson

*.»^_«>-».»i»

we
ian
win
the
Championship," she stated.
"But we must still play good
basketball "
The Ettes finished on top of
their division with a 5-o mark,
while Dingeldine Hall won
Championship
Division
with the same record
The Weos dropped from
the undefeated ranks this
week in Men's A League
competition, but the loss was
overshadowed by the injury of
Weos center Joe Pierpont.
Pierpont sprained his right
ankle early in the week and
was unable to go a full KM)
percent in the Weo's 45-41 loss
to the Blackbirds
"It (the ankle 1 felt pretty
good before the game."
remarked Pierpont, "But
once I began to run on it. there
was a lot of pain "
l-rom the outset of the
game, it was obvious that
Pierpont would do little for the
Weo's Known more for his
rebounding and defensive
flay, he mangaged little of
either while favoring his bad
■ inkle the entire game

The Blackbirds used this
edge to their advantage,
completely dominating the
backboards and running the
last break
The Has Beens continued to
play excellent basketball in
beating theTokemasters 60-47
This talented team has
developed well all season.
Coach Bob EUiot is looking
forward to the playoffs,
hoping for a chance to avenge
an early season loss to the
Weos
The Hosers again squeeked
out another win, 47-46. over
Cuckoo's Nest to solidify its
third place ranking in the poll.
White Hall turned in an
incredible performance this
past week in Championship
play in toppling two opponets.
including an i!2 point romp
over Shorts 122-40 White also
knocked off TKE.
White, and the Catholic
Campus Ministry will be in the
battle with Chandler Hall for
the Championship Crown All
three
teams
have
unblemished 4-o recores.

Pago 22. Till-: M{Kl-:/i-:. Friday. September 2».
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* EMC
(Coiilinurd from Pago 21)
.IMl' romplied Hi shots on
goal in tho second hi*IF to total
::."> for tho g;imc The K ova Is
only got five shots on goal
making their game ton I 18
KMC
played
superbly
against us as they always
do.,
said Vanderwarker
"Hut we stuck to the game
plan, which was to try and
keep the hall on ground and
control their top players."
Then, with 4it seconds to go.
Hochkeppel s shot got behind
Kshleman setting up the
penalty kick

EWE
The I Jukes
post-game
celebration was a short
practice in which they ran lor
live minutes
-It's not a
punishment but a conditioninn
measure."
Vanderwarker
said
'We've got a big
tournament coming up "
The Dukes travel
to
Baltimore this weekend to
compote in the Loyola College
Invitational Tournament.
JMl' meets nationally-ranked
st Louis University tomorrow
at I p in while Loyola plays
St Peter's College at :< p.mn.
Tho
championship
and
consolation
rounds
are
scheduled lor Sundav.

American
Cancer Society t

f%

Looking for ERIE?
Look to: Harley Showalter
Insurance Agency, Inc.x

INSURANCE
GROUP

We have the superior insurance
products of the Erie Insurance Group.

434-5931
53 Kenmore St. (near DMV) Harrisonborg, Va.

Classical9Zadkfest
ON

~

National Public Radio

WERNER'S 7 - DAY MARKET
THE PARTY PACKAGE STORE
& Little Wine Cellar
Thur ■ Fri - Sat
Party Ice
Party Kegs
Party Ice

A spectacular festival of the
world's great instrumental and vocal music.

Parfy Package Specials

«f

LOWENBRAU German Flavor $2.19
BUDWEISER Natural Light 6pk 1.69
BUDWEISER King of Beers 6pk 1.69
SCHLITZ World of Gusto 6pk 1.49
SCHMIDTS
Since 1860 6pk
1.49
SCHAEFERAmerica's oldest Beer 1.49
BLUE RIBBON Extra Light 70 cal 1.69
BLUE RIBBON
Suitcase 24
5.75
ROLLING ROCK Mt Water 8pk 1.49
HEINEKEN
Holland import
3.49
LABATTS
Canada No 1 Beer 2.2
OLDMILL & PABST Longnecks 5.49
MILLER BUDWEISER ,ftnnr,ttrt<s 6.49
Lon necks
SCHLITZ STROH'S
g
COOR'S Colorado Spring flavor 2.88
BLUE RIBBON
15.95
Party Kegs
. BUD
17 95

OaV

c*^3r**
JoS0ph

. F*n*

HaVd"

?0^A
pffl
8*

VJM6'

The Little Wine Cellar
GALLO
Pink & White Chablis 2.99
TAYLOR'S Calf. Wine Cellars
2.99
LANCERS Portugal Imp.
New 3.49
RIUNITE Lambrusco Import
2.49
LIEBFRAUMILCH Happy Monk 2.49
PAUL MASSON
Carafe Splits 1.49
YAGO SANC GRIA Spain imp 2.19
SANGRIA VINO CASATA
, 1.29
ENGLISH Pub Hard Cidar
1.79
T J SWANN
Asst flavors
1.39
J ROGET
Special Times
2.39
J ROGET
Sprumante
2.39
CIGARETTES
All Brands
3.50
MILK Shenandoah's Pride gal 1.59
BREAD
Buttermaid loaf
.39
BACON Premium Quality lb
1.39
EGGS
Grade A extra large doz .79
PEPSI COLA
half gal
.79
DR PEPPER
king size 16 oz
1.19
HOT DOGS Esskay Prem Jumbo 1.19
BEAUTIE Esskay Franks 61b box 6.25
SALT FISH
New Pack lb
.99
30% Discount on all Photo Finishing
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT FRI — SAT
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Every Wednesday at 10 am
Beginning October
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RACKETBALL ™ HANDBALL

A>

AMAZING
NEW CANCER
OPERATION
UNVEILED.

Equipment

Vglley Sports

if Football
(Continued from Page 21)

Center •
107 E. Water St.
Harrisonburg, VA
434-6580

The longer you keep
smoking, the sooner it
can kill you.

ftOLBEI COBBAl

CANCER SOCIETY fThis space comribuicd by the publisher

Family Steak House
/'i

1580 South Main

The hefty offensive line is
one of the Lions' strengths this
year with three of the five
players weighing in at 240
pounds or over. All-America
candidate Al Rice <6'1" 269)
and Ellis Tyson (6' 248) form a
formidable duo on the right
side at guard and tackle. Cliff
Searcy <6'2" 240) and T. D.
Allen start to the left of center
Luke Sauer.
Steve Maennle (tight end).
Wayne Harrison (flanker),
and Richard Carter (split
end» are Wooten's group of
receivers.
Head coach Claude "Hoot"
Gibson is commanding the
team for the sixth consecutive
year. Last year's 7-3 mark
gave the coach a cumulative
total of 30-20-1.

It Happens Here
Where Your Aviation Career Begins t
•
•

Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen

Shenandoah Valley Airport
Weyers Cave

Come By & Give Us A Try

»

Call: 234-8196 or 828-3074

'We have a steak In your future'
v.r. <wo

Sales, Service, Financing & parking,
Open Friday night til 9.

»^»CT

(coax speakers 20 oz.

SUPER SOUND FOR
IH-MSH CASSETTE WITH »M/FM STEMEO
FM IIMOPUN CMS

Spacing
Muling Switch
' local /Distance Switch
' locking Fast Forward and Rewind
' Automatic Replay
Volume. Tone and Balance Controls

'ioneer
lectronics of
America
KP-8000
(shown above)
list price $255
ACE "Hot Lick"
$19900
includes
speakers
Pioneer
TP-7006 (right) list
price $89
ACE "Hot Lick"
$15900
Includes Speakers

magnets 25 watt
power rating
$3950

YOUR CAR AT ACE!

SUPERTUNER
Preset Push Button Turin*
DIN Standard Nose Piece Si« and Shalt

KP-8000

Jensen (below) 6"x9'

THEPJ9HEER
/

0

e

I Pioneer TS-Xfc rear deck
self contained car speaker
systems are now

IN DUN 1-TR.CK WITH AM/FM SVCMO
• SUPERTUNER
■ tMilfMd Primarily tar CM Carl
•
•
•
'
•
■
■

5 Station Preset Push Button Tuning
Adjustable Shafts
Muting
Separate Bass and Treble
Phase lock loop Multiple- Demodulator
FET Front End
Radio Dial in B-Track Door
local/Distance Switch

in stock!
26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Harrisonburg, 434-4722
a.* »-a-» H) iiiai

LECTRIC
»I«J«M»

•V^^a.w.w,>.wt>BVy9i|«*f V>i *» t
e.« ^«.w.«. «»*«.■■«.»

/>

UNIVERSITY
PROGR4M

Movie: OH GOD

PRESENTS

What would you
do if God
came back to earth
and contacted
you to tell
you that the world
can work!

ALEX
PETRIDES

Friday Sept. 29

ALICIA HELEN
MARKARIAN
PARENTS WEEKEND

7:30 & 10 p.m.
$1

SEPTEMBER 00,1978
WILiONHALL
Reserve Now!!
CF0«UI BIIR1S ■ I0HNDINVIK - UK (.0U'

IMIHM'MMIDPUMKI

One Show Only
Doors Open 7:15 pjn.
Curtain 6:00 pin.

i\

UPCOMING ATTRACTIONS:
1. Sept. 30th Broadway Musical- I DO,I DO
Wilson Hall tickets-$4.00 advance
2. Oct. 2nd Speaker- Noel Neil I ( Lois Lane)
Wilson Hall free wifh/ID I00 public
3. Oct. 6th Concert- Woody Herman 7:30 p.m.
$2.00 w/ID Wilson Hall $4.00 public
4. Oct. 6th Movie- Slapshot 10 p.m. ONLY
Wilson Hall $1.00 w/ID
5. Oct. 7th Concert-Jeremiah Samuels Band
Wilson Hall $1.00w/JMU/ID $2 Public
6. Oct. 19th Homecoming Revue- Variety Show
Wilson Hall 8 p.m. free w/ID
7. Dec. 7th Count Basie Wilson Hall 8 p.m.

All Seats Reserved
$4.00 Adv. $5.00 Door

THE SMASH BROADWAY MUSICAL COMEDY

IDOTIDO?
Book and Lyrics by TOM JONES
Music bv HARVEY SCHMIDT

Tickets on sale Sat. at the
UPB Box Office
10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
and at the door

NOEL NEILL "Lois Lane"

of Superman fame
Illustrated lecture
,
Old action packed Superman films.

Oct. 2
FREE w/ ID

8 p.m.
$1 public

WOODY HERMAN
and The Young
Thundering Herd
Wilson Hall

Oct. 6
7:30 p.m.

Tickets $2 w/ID
UPB Box Office
$4 public at door

BASED ON JAN DC HARTOP'S "THE
FOURPOSTER- "I DO I DOT MERRILY
RECOUNTS THE COMMONPLACE UPS AND
DOWNS Of A RfTY-YEAR MARRIAGE. FROM
THE SHYNESS AND EMBARRASSMENTS Of
THE COUPLES WEDDING NGHT TO THE
PLANNNG Of THEIR RETIREMENT ALEX AND
ALICIA WELL VERSED ON THE SUBJECT Of
MATRIMONY ARE MARRIED IN REAL IK.
HAVING BEGUN THEIR ROMANCE ON"
BROADWAY WHU PERfORMNG WITH
HERSHEL BEflNARO N THE HIT SHOW
TORBA-.
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Classifieds
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YM GrlAO ^oU FlrfAUy
jyjErjr OUT \A)iTH /♦>€".
PiD N/CM HAVE A
CrObO Ti0T£?

FOR HALE :
1974 Yamaha
175. :JIHM) mi, orginial owner.
Call 434-24H3
GREAT TRANSPORTATION
car for sale.
1966 Dodge
Monaco 9-seat station wagon
Very reliable. Must sell. $200.
Call .:<>Y.n after 5:00 at 43311045

A Te«*iw-E nw[
WoURE M IDIOT
ANt> i MATE V«4

CAR FOR SALK $200 or offer.
1968 Dodge Dart. Call Helea:
B33-5286
FOR SALK: Pioneer in-dash
cassette with AM-FM MPX.
KP4WKI model, used briefly,
must sell Doug. 433-6557 or
28«-tt2»K after 6

gffini/tf' MC

\1 4*>pc RSHlHOc is (*ooo

■61 • PAV't> Hft^€i4 •• •

~

MAVfirt'T CAUCiHT AMifTHiu^
<£T .',

SAVE 30 to 70 PER CENT at
Waynesboro Discount
Furniture. We sell closeouts,
scratched and dent, seconds,
overruns, etc. Something for
everyone's budget.
You
simply cannot beat our prices.
Also catalogue sales. 490 N.
Charlotte .
Ave.
in
Waynesboro. Va. across from
Stanley Furniture Co. Open
10-6 Mon-Sat. 703-943-0972

Wanted

&t^^y
i*Omt**
«**

EDITOR s NOTE: Delay of DOONESHl'RY installment due U> publisher

SNOW SKIER WANTED to be
a promoter and group leader
for Madison ski trip. We pay
commissions!
For an
interview: write MADISON
SKIERS
V O. Box 5583
Charlottesville. Va 22903 or
call (804-239-9138)
WANTED - maid for local
motel. Weekends only, no
experience necessary. $2.50
hr. Call 434-9696

For rent
HOUSE FOR RENT - Laid out
well for 3 students. Available
October 20.
Stove and
refrigerator furnished. No
utilities furnished. $225.00 per
month. Call 879-5140

Lost
LOST:
Pair of women's
glasses Dark plastic frames.
Lost at Small Talk concert.
Call 7123

Personals
TO: GREG, MIKE, AND
CAREY, How dry she is; How
wet you'll be: For what you
did to Melanie. Signed: Mel
and
her
Revengeful
Suitemates
(HANDLER
B . O , C.
CARRIERS:
I've got the
scars and I'm proud of them.
They make a great viewing at
parties. Have you revealed
yours yet? A Warm Platypus.
NIGHT MOVERS - We're
ready to raise it. We love your
fast feet. Big Brothers and
friends always welcome. Lets
do it again soon.
Floor
Swingers
GOD AND CO. Its been a
long time since you said high
to Tom and Jerry-wish I'd
known you two back then!
TAG-ALONG KID
SIS: HAPPY 18th! You're the
best sib a guy could ask for.
Love. RLB

DEAR
397-224
enjoyed
traveling with you Sunday on
1-81. Don't you know you
shouldn't travel by yourself?
You ought to have some
company! The girls in the
sexy European KRS-221
YOUNG Bl'CK-ETTES Thanks for coming by
Saturday Night We'll have to
do it again sometime real
soon The young Bucks
TO
OUR
BIRTHDAY
WOMAN - Just because you're
19."you still can never go back.
You keep us on our toes you
wild woman. Remember your
motto, the sky's the limit.
Love Fred A102
P.O. BOXES 3349. 4086. 737.
886:
About those beardsmonkey see. monkey do? AN
ANIMAL LOVER

BILLY: (NOT BRIAN) - went
to the yurf club but you
weren't there. The buffet
wasn't the same "Sans Toi"
weekend work is fine L.A.S.

ROSS: You may be the D-hall
boss, but how 'bout You and
those stupid rules getting
lost!! You really Bite!

STRANG I watched you read
it: your reaction was great!
I'll be watching this time too:
I loveto watch none other than
you! HOT PANTS

invites parents, students
and the merely curious
to an open house

Sat, Sept. 29 1-6 p.m.
Tour our facilities
The Breeze office
is in the basement

G.B. Happy Anniversary you
"woman" you. I've enjoyed
every minute of it. Let's keep
it going. One day at a time.
Love ya. Your "Man", Rick
KREATIILESS WONDER!
Midnight
Whores??!
Discoshoes won't win our
hearts-so withdraw your
woos and stupid shoes and
come again-if you can??
MIDNIGHT SCREAMER
"THE SOURCE OF ALL
GLORY" is acceptance of
whatsoever the Lord hath
bestowed, and contentment
with that which God hath
ordained
Baha'u'llah.
Write: Baha'i Club. Box 4175

B-KAC IK OMBER
Happy
22nd. and also seven months.
Kidnap me: T brought the
soapsuds. We'll be ok cause
my toes are still cold... T.
BEAR
T.R. Saturdays were made
for lions, tigers, bears.
Michelob. and sharks? The
Wiz will return again, but not
at 2:00 a.m. CC. AND KR.
TO PAN & FRIEND, of
Lynchburg: We have your
p. hone conversation of Friday
nite recorded. Come over and
back up your claims. Or at
least call back Woody and
Friend
WHATS1 RIGHT is what feels
right, but what if you don't
know how to feel anymore?
Show me the way.
NEED TYPING DONE? Call
Betty at 433-4425
TO
WHOM
IT
MAY
CONCERN!: Those who don't
get to fly are those who get to
sigh, but one week won't tear
me apart.

;PAR£KTS-fue|> up wUk
wkal (6 Uappamq
at 9MCU.
SiMcxik fo TK£

BK££3£

*7 pet gew, '4.50 p* tomtit*
mi dwelt, payable it Ike Bweje. i»
Tke Bweje
%tmu IKMUM* Umm*it%
KauiMitfcMfl. DA 22S07

of the Wine-Price Building

*.
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{Editorial
&Opinion\
Council's attitude
uncooperative

(jj

E ^li

The Harrisonburg City Council's approval Tuesday of zoning
changes limiting the number of students who can share a shouse
is disturbing not only in the substance of the action but also in the
spirit in which it was made
Councilmen had conceeded in interv^ws with The Breeze last
week that the problems citizens were complaining aboutnoise.litterand property deterioration caused by students renting
property in residential zones-w«*re caused by only a few
students

LiuiMii

A city-university committee to handle citizen complaints about
students and solve the problems through peer pressure was
presented to the council as an alternative to a blanket zoning
change
The City Council voted to establish such a committee and even
appointed members. Then the council went ahead and approved
the zoning changes anyway, with only minor alterations
This is an incongruous action that indicates a serious lack of
faith and good will on the part of the city council.
Zoning cannot control the behavior of residents. Reducing the
number of persons allowed to live in a house does not reduce the
volume of a stereo, or the number, size and volume of parties.
These are matters that can be attacked only through
communication and enforcement The Committee would have
done both, yet the council chose to ignore its potential..
In doing so the council, for all of the attentiveness it paid to
student and administrative spokesmen, thumbed its nose at
James Madison University
This was not a constructive mov|| for it does not demonstrate
any willingness by councilmen to cooperate with JMU It is
particularly disturbing when one considers that two of the
councilmen are employed here.
JMU must now reevaluate its role on the committee. While
such a committee is necessary in the long run, its immediate
purpose has been rendered superfluous by the council decision,.
In reviewing the zoning controversy, there are several
comments which must be made
'
Student Government Association President Darrell Pile and
C'raig Williams and Jacob Lewis Saylor of the Commuter
Students Committee must be commended for their organization
and control of the student opposition They showed maturity and
responsibility when they squelched talk of a boycott of
Harrisonburg stores to protest the zoning changes.
The administration must also be commended for their
opposition of the zoning commended for opposing the zoning
changes However, one must ask why they waited so long to make
a public statement Earlier action might possibly have changed
the outcome
In the end. however, the city council buckled under to
emotional citizen demands. It ignored a plan that could have
possibly alleviate citizen complaints and opted instead for one
that is inherently incapable of doing so.
The real cause of the problem-the growth of JMU-remains
undiseussed But what reason has the city council given the
university to be cooperative?

Kritique

9

Md. race 'battle of blands
By Kris Carlson
The victory of Harry R.
Hughes over Blair Lee and
Ted Venetoulis in Maryland's
Democratic primary could
make the gubernatorial
election in November very
interesting.
On Nov. 7, Marylanders
will go to the polls to elect a
new governor. They can vote
for either:
Hughes. Democrat, whose
style will be "gentlemanly but
agressive. stressing such
issues
as
economic
development, government
accessibility and tax reform."
Or. J. Glen Beall Jr..
Republican, who "will avoid
the mudslinging route in favor
of talking up issues like tax
reform, access to government
and Maryland's economy."
As the Washington Star
observes, perhaps a "battle of
the blands?"
(Perhaps a
crook or two would liven the

race up a bit).
Hughes' unexpected
victory in the Sept. 12
primaries has left him without
concrete campaign plans for
the upcoming general election
in November. As a result.
Beall. who won easily over his
fellow Republican primary
candidates, can get an early
lead due to predetermined

'A crook might
liven the race'
campaign plans, which were
implemented within a mere 12
hours of Beall's primary
victory speech.
Both candidates have a
firm political background.
Hughes, a 52 year-old
Baltimore lawyer for the
prestigiousfirm of Miles and
Stockbridge, served as

Maryland's transportation
secretary from 1971 to 1977.
but resigned "rather than
accept 'political meddling' by
the Mandel Administration."
Prior to that Hughes served
16 years in the Maryland
General Assembly. 12 years in
the Maryland Senate and four
in the House of Delegates.
Beall is a 50 year-old
"moderate-to-liberal"
Republican. A former U.S.
senator from Maryland, he
was defeated in 1976 "under a
cloud of having received
$185.01111
in
campaign
contributions
from
a
secret slush fund administered
by the Nixon White House in
1970. "However, no charges
were ever brought.
Before 1976. Beall served
from 1962 to 1968 in the
Maryland General Assembly;
from 1968 to 1970 in the U.S.
M oiiiiiiiiril i. Page i">
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"The tendency of human nature is to think of
oneself us immune to tragedy until struck
down by it."
At one time or another, each of us has been
guilty of thinking "it can't happen to me." or.
"that kind of thing just doesn't happen at
James Madison University." Unfortun. tely,
this must be the conscious or unconscious
perception of many .JMU students with respect
to the threat of fire in campus residence halls
Their casual response to fire alarms, their
frequently overloaded electrical outlets, and
their flagrant misuse of fire extinguishers can
only lead one to conclude that students here
feel themselves immune to fire's tragedy. Yet.
we do know that it happens here, that it can
and does happen to us
Only last year a faulty electric clock and a
candle caused substantial property damage to
two sti"" .t rooms. This past week a resident
left a seemingly harmless hotpot unattended.
The contents of the pot were allowed to boil
away, and the over-heated cooking element
burned into the deck on which the hotpot had
been placed. In another unrelated incident, a
lamp left on in another unattended room fell

onto a nearby bed and within minutes the
bedding began to scorch and smolder.
I suppose it may sound melodramatic or
overexaggerated to say that lives could have
been lost or that tragedy was barely averted,
but this is indeed the reality of the situation.
Luck, and only luck prevented serious
disaster.
What is it that will effectively motivate
students to use extension cords properly, to use
appliances, candles, and other heat producing
elements safely, to use fire alarms and
extinguishers only for their intended purposes
and to become more fire safety conscious?
1 am afraid that the answer which comes
most quickly to mind is tragedy. And yet..I
know too that it is a tendency of human nature
to feel pain, remourse. even guilt as a result of
such crises. Why then, do we continue to insist
on inviting disaster?
Please-look around you. and evaluate how
you may be contributing to a potential tragedy.
It really can happen to us. but we can prevent
it. if we will only try.
I ditor's note: ( In is .lanosik is the Associate
Director for Developmental Programs in the
Office of Residence Halls and coordinates the
Lake ( omplev
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JMU educational
To tin- editor.

I'd like to reflect upon my
last two years here because it
is disturbing to find so many
comments made by my peers
not at all commensurate with
my. own experiences. I'm
amazed
*«*i«w
tofind
disenchantment.
disillusionment, and
downright disgust I'm not
only amazed-I - an't even
understand the rationale.
In my beginnings at this
institution. I had my share of
the "freshman'' encounterseverything was strange, evil,
and foreboding. However I
can safety say that my
education-both in classroom
and
out-has
had
a
tremendous impact on my
character.
I enjoy the environment,
the people, the entire concept
of building my education. The
intrinsic satisfaction that I
have derived has been worth
the time, effort, and money.
i think too many people
look at the trivial things too
intently and not often enough

cZ/b&# orihcsa cg®v ^x^^fi^^

at the overall picture. I think
my education here has been
everything I thought it was
going to be. especially the
quality of instruction.
My education also includes
the learning experience
outside the classroom. I've
been "building character"
ever since I got here.
Fundamentally, I hope and
trust that all students might
have the opportunity to
overlook
those
small
insignificant matters that
wont affect ones life ten.
twenty, or even thirty years
from now.
I imagine that the years
spent here will not be
matched, and the times that
are remembered will be the
good times. (I imagine my
feelings might be quite
different from a few. but I
hope that my idealistic view
(however naive) will be
continually experienced by
those that follow.
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House of Representatives:
and from 1970 to 1976 in the
U.S. Senate.
As stated, the candidates
general platforms are not too
different. And both have
extensive government
experience under their belts.
However.
a
major
difference can be seen
between
the
two.
and
considering all other points
being as equal as they are.
this point could decide the
election.
Hughes openly avoided
scandal. Rather than be a part
of the corrupt
Mandel
Administratuon.
Hughes
resigned Whether his motives
were
knightly
or
machiavellian is unimportant,
but his shunning of political
scandal is important. A
Maryland govenor completely

h

Ronnie llulshizer

Food Services meets needs

Hanson Hall

To the editor:
I am tired of hearing
complaints about our campus
Food Services.
If the
compiainers feel that Food
Services are so bad, they
should move off-campus and
try to cook all their meals for
themselves.
If these students visited the
cafeterias at any other public
college or university, on the

unconnected with crime would
be a nice change.
However. Beall can make
no
such' claim
While
disassociated
with
the
governmental crime of
Maryland, Beall was perhaps
involved a larger mess-the
Nixon White House. Even
Even though no formal
charges were brought against
Beall. Maryland can still not
afford to take the chance of
electing anyone who has even
only been accused of scandal.
So in effect, the choice for
Maryland's next governor
might possibly be made on
past records rather than
future plans. Certainly the
past should weigh heavy on
Marylander's minds as they
go to vote for governor on
Nov..7. that is. considering the
fantastic record to date of past
two elected governors: Spiro
Agnew and Marvin Mandel.

What
By MARK I. LEG AN
"We'll be down on Friday."
The phone is hung up. It is all over. Your
parents are coming to visit. There is nothing
that can be done.
You tried begging It didn't work.
Running away to Guam for the week-end
crosses your mind. No, they'd find you. You
have to stay and fight it out.
First things first-cleaning! You have to
clean your room. Pick up those books, grab
that mop, get the dirty underwear that's
standing up in the corner.
What's next? Make your bed! When you
can't find the sheets and bedspread, you panic!
Cover it with notebook paper. What the hell!
Clean out under your bed! Get those
beer cans, tear out those tiny mushrooms
forming on the floor, pick up those week-old
cheeseburgers
After spraying the room with six cans of
Lysol and nonchalantly placing thirty AirWicks around the room. What's next? Your
suite-mates! Those lovable, fun-loving, nosebreaking, crocked^out-of-their-gourds suite-
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east coast. I believe they
would be glad to return here to
eat.
The meals at James
Madison University may not
be "home cooked." but when
you have to feed tnousands of
people with different tastes,
as our Food Services does, you
cannot expect everything.
As far as the waiting, I
agree that there are not

sufficient dining facilities
here, but at least we have the
option to eat at "Duke's Grill"
or "Salads Plus."
Food
Services here should be
commended fqr its efforts to
try to meet all of JMU's
student's wants and needs in
their culinary expectations.
Bill Bowman
Spotswood Hall

Class offers beverage
To the editor:
In order to offer a more
popular selection of beverages
at James Madison University,
students in a Small Group
Communication class have
outlined
the
following
measures:
i Offer sugar-free drinks.
!■
Offer a better
selection of beer at more
affordable prices

:t
To set up hot drink
machines in various buildings
on campus, especially in the
dorms
4 To place drink machines
the Greek Housing Complex.
T> To place drink machines
at a more convenient location
to students such as the top and
bottom floors of dorms, and on
the first floor of Warren
University Union

Se.se suggestions were
compiled from a random
sample of surveyed students,
lo llder
Allison (iraves
liiHkv Hill
Sandra lluemann-keHv
Heidi Shalloway
Deborah Walker
Small (.i-oup ( oininunication
( oin in 22K-UOI ,

(iroup r»

when your parents visit?
mates. They have to be warnea.
You can't -have Flash walking out in his
birthday suit or have Bruno saying cuss words

■

/

■

■

■

that'd shock Richard Pryor in front of your
folks So. you call them all together for a
meeting.
"Urn.guys? The reason."
"Where's the beer you promised us?" Wino
asks. "I'll get it! Now. listen! My parents are
coming down for the week-end and...well...I
need a little favor..."
"They ain't sleeping with me," Otter yells.
"No. that isn't it," you say.
"I'm not givng your old lady any of my
Michelob." Wino mumbles.
" No. no! I just want you to... act nice."
"Act nice?.' Bruno shouts. "We're always
nice Except when we're drunk. Then we're
crude and rude and we like to punch moving
objects."
"That's what I mean. If you guys could just
sort of.., shape up. You know, make an effort
to look good."
A hush falls over the room. Then, Flash
utters the inevitable question:
"You mean, we gotta take a shower, don't
you?"

**»»» t -»T» *■*»•»•■« t •■» »'« fV»W% rV*W*-**'*''*'**'^'^^!*'"'^*
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Political clubs organizing for fall elections
By KEVIN KEEGAN
James Madison University
is getting quite a reputation as
a party school. In fact, three
clubs on campus are
specializing in parties.
The Young Democrats, the
Republican Club, and the
Young
Americaas
for
Freedom IYAF) have based
their activities on the most
traditional of party concepts,
that evolving from the
American political process.

*•

The members of these
political clubs share a
collective ideological goa I: to
make the university students
and
surrounding
area
residents actively aware of
the American political system
so they can make intelligent
decisions on election days.
The upcoming Senate
election, pitting Republican
John
Warner
against
Democrat Andrew
Miller
should give the Young
A Democrats
and
the
Republican Club a good
chance to test their persuasive
power. •
Since
John
Warner
replaced the late Dick
Obenshain as the Republican
nominee for the Senate the
Young
Americans
for
Freedom, a non-partisan
political club, have rescinded
their support for the
Republican candidate.
"Conservatism and Dick
Obenshain
were
synonymous." said Chuck
Cunningham. YAF chairman,
'•but Warner shifts around too
much on the issues.- hesimply
doesn't maintain the same
conservative ideals that
Obenshain did."
The tactics of the two
partisan clubs
include
working phone banks at their

+ *,* * * * *
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respective
city
party
headquarters, public display
of campaign literature,
distributing applications for
absentee
ballots.
and

Keezletbwn camp to turn
Russian for the weekend
By BUKI. OKKOKNE
Approximately 75 students
from throughout Virginia will
participate in the second
annual James Madison
University Russian language
camp this weekend
in
Keezletown. Va.
All campers pledge to
speak Russian- for the
duration of the camp.
About 15 of the campers
will be from JMU
Other
schools
that
will
be
represented include the
University of Virginia. Old
Dominion University. George
Mason University. Hampden
Sydney College, and high
schools from Richmond,
Fairfax,
Roanoke
and
Colonial Heights.
Anyone interested in
studying aiftd speaking
Russian ^rhay
attend,
according to the camp's
creeator and director. Dr
Donald B Pruitt of JMU's
foreign
language
and
literature department.
The purpose of the camp is
ot "teach students that the
Russian language is a tool of
communication, not just a
classroom abstraction." Pruit
said
"Lager Mirr" or "Camp
Peace" is the name of the
camp A typical Soviet toast
is given for "peace and

friendship. ' Pruit said.
Another camp in Ohio chose
the
name
"Camp
Friendship." so Priutt was
left with "Peace "
Students pay $25.on for
three days and two nights.
These fees and one small
grant make up for the cost of
running the camp, according
to Priutt,
College and high school
teachers and professors make
up the camp's staff.
Highlights of the weekend
include a vesper service to be
conducted by the Reverend
Fr D D Grigorieff of St.
Nicholas Russian Orthodox
Church in Washington. DC.
an "olimpiada." or a
traditional academic contest.
;ind a student amateur show.
Pruitt said.
Other activities include
balalaika (a Russian guitar>
lessons, singing lessons and
art lectures, ho said
"Camp Peace'' is promoted
by the Virginia chapter of the
American Association of
Teachers of Slavic and Fast
Kuropean languages
Last year "we succeeded in
making
students
feel
comfortable
with
the
language." Pruitt said Pruitt
said he hopes to continue the
JMU camp as an annual
project.

publicizing the candidates
views on the issues.
Bob Snyder. president of
the Young Democrats, notes
that "working in these

Career Day
this weekend
The Office of Career
Planning & Placement
will
sponsor
"Government Careers
in Focus" Sept 2*» and
> This 2-day career
program will take an in
depth look at public
service careers at
federal, state, and local
levels.
On Sept 2«». I:3«
p m..
Joseph _A.
McMaster, Jr.. keynote
speaker, will address
current trends
in
federal
employment.
Following
this
keynote speech will he
four seminars on: "The
Federal Employment*
Process." "Working for
the State of Virginia."
'The
F e d er a I
Government & Summer
Programs.
"Liberal
Arts Graduates in the
Federal Government "
The seminars will be
repeated again at :\:'M<
p in

On
Sept.
:?u
consultants
representing
various
government agencies
will be available to
speak with sudents on
an individual basis

campaigns may aid a student
in getting a state job." while
Susan Hobbs. president of the
Republican Club, added that a
political background could aid

an individual in law or
graduate school
For all the political clubs,
the generally apathetic
university population is
showing a growing interest in
politics, they said
To expand student interest
in political philosophy and
important issues, each of the
clubs has planned to invite
speakers to the university,
and to schedule debates over
various political subjects
YAF is scheduling a wide
range of speakers, including
M
Stanton Evans, a
syndicated columnist and
former CBS correspondent,
and
Phil
Crane.
a
congressman from Illinois
*and the first declared
candidate for the 19K0
presidential election.
Cunningham said.
Possible future speakers
for the group include Ronald
Reagan, among others,
according to Cunningham.
The Republican Club is
trying to schedule a visit by
John Warner, Hobbs said, and
possibly a speech by J.
Kenneth Robinson.
The Young Democrats will
be bringing speakers who
have been involved in politics
to speak instructional about
their experiences in political
life. Snyder said.
Other activities, including
debates,are in the works for
the clubs
The clubs'
members hope that these club
projects will aid in building
student interest, each club
noting an increase in
membership over last vear.
The Republican Club is
expecting
a
student
membership of between 30
and 5»i people, while the Young
Democrats and the Young
Americans for Freedom
expect to have 3H members
each

Trips, films and speakers
in October UPB schedule
By PATTI TILLY

A night at the races, a
B r o a d w ay musical.
Homecoming Revue, and a
trip to New York City
highlight University Program
Board activities between now
and the end of October.
Seventy-eight students will
travel to Charles Town. W.
Va.. Oct. 5 for a night of the
horse races. The $15 cost
includes bus transportation,
admission fees and a buffet
dinner. Sign-up sheets are in
the Warren University Union
for all those interested
"1 Do. I Do." a Broadway
musical
starring
Alex
Petrides and Alicia Helen
Markarian. will be featured as
part of parents' day activities
Sept 30 The show recounts
the highes and lows, times of
laughter and sadness of a 50year marriage from the
wedding night to early
retirement. Tickets ai $4 in
advance and $5 at thi door.
The annual Home oming
Revue featuring JMU's own
talent, is scheduled for Oct. ltt.
Additions will be held Oct. :«
and 5 in the WUU ballroom
from is-n i
UPB has scheduled a trip to
New York City for Oct. 28-30.
More information on planned

activities and costs will be
available later.
The UPB agenda also
includes several
guest
speaders.
"Elvis I'll
Remember You" featuring
Jesse
King.
an
Elvis
impersonator, will be held in
Godwin Hall. Oct. 2»>. at 8 p.m
Noel Neil, who played Lois
Lane in the "Superman '
television series, will speak in
Wilson Hall Oct. 2.
In
addition. Jim Mapes will
speak on ESP in his lecture
"Power of the Mind" to be
held Oct. 17 at K p.m. in Wilson
"Locomotion Circus" will
perform on the WUU patio.
Oct. in. from 11:15 a.m. to 1
p.m. The group will perform
small circus acts.
The coffeehouse lineup
leatures Paul Gereniia. Ocl
|ii. and Betsy Kaske. Oct. 24
"Oh. God." to be shown
Sc|>t _"i. head* the list of
movies, followed by "Slap
Shot." I Hi ii. and "Julia."
n«t
II
other movies
include
"Roller Coaster."
Oct M. "Semi Tough," Oct
Ii:, und "Mai-Arthur." Oct 25
■A double feature of
>• pi net-hi Hers. "Texas
Chains.IU Massacre and
"Pln> Mist> lor Me" will set
Ihe tone lor Halloween night.
Del :i

